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Abstract: 
The submitted work details the development of a novel gene therapy vector 
capable of expressing multiple genes from a single transcript.  This vector allows 
for high level therapeutic gene expression that is coupled to a dual reporter 
system that allows for real time in vivo tracking of gene expression as well as 
cellular detection without need for antibody staining.  Additionally, a fusion 
protein was designed to specifically target the -L-iduronidase protein to the 
central nervous system by way of the transferrin receptor.  This treatment 
resulted in a decrease in glycosaminoglycan storage material in the brain of 
mucopolysaccharidosis type I mice.  Lastly, we implemented the use of an 
episomally maintained plasmid-based vector that mediates high levels of protein 
production in vivo over a long period of time.  Cumulatively this work has 
generated novel findings that will contribute to the field of gene therapy as a 
whole. 
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Mucopolysaccharidosis Type I (MPS I) is an inherited metabolic disorder 
characterized by a deficiency of the lysosomal enzyme -L-iduronidase (IDUA).  
Historically, the disease has been categorized into a severe form, Hurler 
syndrome (MPS IH), an intermediate form, Hurler Scheie (MPS IH/S), and a mild 
form, Scheie syndrome (MPS IS).    Recently an alternative classification was 
proposed whereby MPS IH is classified as severe and MPS IH/S and MPS IS are 
grouped together as attenuated forms [1].  

The severe form, MPS IH, was first described by Dr. Gertrud Hurler in 
1919, represents 50-80% of MPS I cases, and is due to a complete lack of IDUA 
enzymatic activity [1, 2]. Partial IDUA production leads to the attenuated MPS I 
H/S and MPS IS [3-5]. All three forms exhibit gradual accumulation of partially 
degraded glycosaminoglycans (GAG) within the lysosome of the cell.  
The lysosome:   

In 1955 Dr. Christian de Duve described granules that contained hydrolytic 
enzymes that were distinct from mitochondria and microsomes that he termed 
lysosomes [6, 7].  The lysosome is an acidic organelle (~ pH 5) that contains 
approximately 50 different hydrolases which are inactive at the physiological pH 
of the cytosol and function in the degradation of intracellular material [8].  These 
hydrolases are capable of degrading a multitude of substrates including protein, 
nucleic acids, lipids, and polysaccharides that reach the lysosome as a result of 
endocytosis, phagocytosis, or autophagy [8].   

The uptake of extracellular macromolecules and fluid is mediated by an 
endocytic process with subsequent fusion of the endocytic vesicle with an early 
endosome that serves as a sorting compartment where materials are either 
routed back to the cell surface or targeted to the lysosome for degradation [8]. 
This process of endocytosis and recycling is critical for the uptake of extracellular 
material but also serves to turnover and replenish the cell membrane [8].  The 
material targeted for destruction is transported along microtubules from the 
peripherally located early endosomes to the late endosomes located near the 
nucleus [8].    These late endosomes are more acidic than the early endosomes 
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and are able to fuse with transport vesicles from the golgi which contain 
hydrolytic enzymes [8].  Maturation of a late endosome into a lysosome is 
characterized by a decrease in pH and an increase in the number of hydrolytic 
enzymes received from the golgi [8].   

Materials are also delivered to the lysosome via phagocytosis and 
autophagy.  Phagocytic cells such as macrophages are able to internalize large 
particles such as bacteria and debris (e.g. as a result of extracellular matrix and 
cellular damage or death) into phagosomes that then fuse with lysosomes and 
expose the contents to the hydrolytic enzymes.  Autophagy is a cellular process 
whereby the cells own constituents are broken down and recycled and is a major 
pathway for the breakdown of long lived proteins and cellular organelles [9].  It 
also functions during cellular stress (e.g. starvation and cell/tissue remodeling) as 
a mechanism to provide nutrients to the cell  [9]. This process is characterized by 
sequestering and enclosure of the material/organelle in a vesicle 
(autophagosome) that subsequently fuses with the lysosome where the material 
is degraded and recycled for use by the cell [8].   

Therefore, the lysosome is a critical organelle for cellular homeostasis.  
Central to this is the presence and proper function of the hydrolytic enzymes 
which are responsible for the degradation of material delivered to the lysosome 
by endocytosis, phagocytosis, and/or autophagy [8].   
Lysosomal enzyme transport:  

The specific modification and transport of IDUA will be the focus here.  
IDUA is synthesized as a 653 amino acid peptide and is glycosylated with 6 N-
linked oligosaccharides at position 110, 190, 336, 372, 415, and 454 [10].  These 
oligosaccharides consist of nine mannose, two N-acetylglucosamine, and three 
glucose residues that are transferred from a lipid carrier in the endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER) to the six asparagine residues of IDUA via glycosyl transferase 
[8].   Two of the asparagine residues, 336 and 451, become mannose-6-
phosphorylated (M6P) by addition of N-acetylglucosamine phosphates followed 
by removal of the N-acetylglucosamine group that occurs in the cis-golgi [8].  As 
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the peptide moves into the trans-golgi its M6P residues are recognized by 
mannose-6-phosphate receptors (MPR) of which there are two: the cation-
dependent (CD-MPR) and the cation-independent (CI-MPR) [11].  These 
receptors direct trafficking to the lysosomal compartment where the acidic pH 
causes dissociation of IDUA from the M6PR. The reason for two MPRs is not 
known, nor is it clear whether IDUA preferentially interacts with one over the 
other.  Both receptors participate in delivering lysosomal hydrolases to the acidic 
lysosome where they [the receptors] are then recycled back to the golgi as well 
as the cell surface [11].  At the cell surface the CI-MPR is capable of binding 
extracellular lysosomal enzymes resulting in its endocytosis and transport to the 
lysosome [11].  In contrast, the CD-MPR is incapable of binding extracellular 
ligands and only participates in binding and transport of intracellular lysosomal 
enzyme [11].  Once delivered to the lysosome IDUA participates in the stepwise 
degradation of GAGs. 
Glycosaminoglycans: 

GAGs are large complex polysaccharides that interact with a wide variety 
of proteins and are involved in both homeostasis and pathological conditions.  
Structurally, GAGs are linear, negatively charged carbohydrates comprised of 
repeating disaccharide units.  There are four separate classes of GAGs: 
heparin/heparin sulphate (HSGAGs), chondroitin/dermatan sulphate (CSGAGs), 
keratan sulphate (KS), and hyaluronic acid (HA) [12].  HSGAGs are composed of 
alternating N-sulphated or N-acetylated glucosamine units and uronic acids and 
are assembled within the golgi on a core protein forming a protein-GAG 
conjugate termed a proteoglycan (PG) [12].  CSGAGs are also synthesized in the 
golgi and are comprised of disaccharide units containing glucuronic acid, N-
acetyl galactosamine or hexosamine connected to a core protein [12].  The 
presence of iduronic acid and N-acetyl galactosamine distinguishes dermatan 
sulphate (DS) from chondroitin sulphate (CS) [13].  KS is comprised of 
alternating galactose and N-Acetylglucosamine units and in contrast to HS or 
CSGAGs that are O-linked to a core protein it can be either N- or O-linked to the 
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core PG [14].  HA is comprised of glucuronic acid and D-N-acetylglucosamine 
disaccharide units and is neither sulphated nor is it synthesized in the golgi [12].  
A great diversity in and among GAGs is possible due to the variable 
conformation the glycosidic linkages can adopt and the number of possible 
sulfation sites (save for HA) in the sugar backbone [12].  This heterogeneity 
results in tremendous complexity and a broad functional repertoire.   

Because HS and DS are the major storage products in MPS I their 
function will be the focus.  DS serves in a number of roles, is present in many 
tissues, and is the most abundant GAG in the skin [15].  DS is attached via 
covalent linkage to the serine residues of a number of core proteins to give rise 
to DSPGs.  DSPGs bind a wide variety of molecules including growth factors, 
protease inhibitors, cytokines and chemokines and matrix molecules [15].  Well 
characterized DS binding partners include proteins involved in the coagulation 
cascade, fibroblast growth factor (FGF) family members, extracellular matrix 
proteins, IFN-gamma, macrophage inflammatory peptides, and monocyte chemo 
attractant protein-1 [15].  DS is capable of binding heparin cofactor II that 
increases the inhibition of thrombin 1000-fold [16].  FGF-2 is capable of being 
bound by DS that results in FGF activation and can influence multiple processes 
including cellular proliferation, migration, adhesion, and differentiation [15, 17].  It 
has been suggested that the interaction of DS with cytokines/chemokines is 
important in establishing gradients along the extracellular matrix which facilitates 
receptor-ligand binding and that these localized gradients are critical for signaling 
[15].  DS can also have an antagonistic effect by preventing ligand-receptor 
interactions resulting in modulation of inflammatory responses [18, 19].  As noted 
previously DS is a major constituent of the skin.  In additional to the structural 
integrity it provides the skin the aforementioned roles of DS in coagulation, 
cellular migration, and inflammation makes it clear that DS has a major function 
in wound response and repair. 

HSPGs are major constituents of the extracellular matrix and the plasma 
membrane.  In addition, like DS (and all GAGs) the function of HS is broad and 
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serves as a regulator and orchestrator at both the cellular and organ level in 
processes such as metabolism, transport, regulation and structural support [20].  
HSPGs, through a feedback loop in the hypothalamus, regulate food intake as 
well as lipid metabolism [21, 22].  HSPGs are vital to the formation of the 
basement membrane and are a core constituent of matrices which provide 
support and resistance to mechanical injury [20].  HSPGs also are involved in 
regulating the transport of solutes across membranes.  Like DS, which regulates 
cytokine gradients, HS plays a role in the regulation of growth factor signaling 
and morphogen gradients during development and repair [20].  For instance, 
HSPGs are critical regulators of bone development in embryogenesis as well as 
bone remodeling and repair throughout life [20, 23].  In addition to the structural 
integrity provided by HS in the extracellular matrix, HS can coordinate the 
recruitment, activation, and modulation of cells that participate in wound 
response and repair [20].  Thus, cellular, tissue, and organismal homeostasis is 
dependent on proper GAG function.  Therefore, any perturbation of the 
regulation, synthesis, or degradation of GAGs results in multi-organ system 
pathology. 
MPS I genetics and pathology: 

The alpha-L-iduronidase gene is located on the 4th chromosome in 
humans (4p16.3), spans 17.3 kb of genomic sequence, and encodes a 1962 bp 
cDNA comprised of 14 exons [24].  The gene codes for the IDUA protein that 
serves to hydrolyze the terminal alpha-L-iduronic acid residues of HS and DS.  
The frequency of patients afflicted with MPS IH is approximately 1:100,000 and 
more than 100 mutations in the IDUA gene have been reported [1, 25, 26].  The 
MPS I allele frequency differs among ethnic groups, however MPS IH typically is 
a result of homozygous or compound heterozygous nonsense mutations, while 
the attenuated forms are generally due to missense mutations [1]. 

The ramifications of IDUA gene mutations with subsequent IDUA protein 
dysfunction and lysosomal accumulation of HS and DS are far reaching.  
However, the precise reason why lysosomes distended with partially degraded 
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GAGs leads to the complex clinical phenotype exhibited by patients who have 
inborn errors of lysosomal enzymes remains poorly understood.  One reason 
may be the physical distension of the cell and thus the organ with concomitant 
structural stress.  Moreover, given the role GAGs play in a broad number of 
biological processes from embryogenesis throughout the lifespan of an organism 
it is likely that failure to catabolize GAGs leads to dysregulation of a multitude of 
events.  In parallel, the cytotoxicity hypothesis put forth by Dr. Robert Desnik 
states that loss of a lysosomal enzyme results in build-up of a non-degraded 
substrate that causes endosomal/lysosomal (E/L) constipation [27] resulting in an 
overwhelmed E/L system leading to cellular stress and death [27]. Dr. Steven 
Walkley expands this notion to further characterize lysosomal storage diseases 
as states of deficiency [28].  Rather than a simple overabundance of storage 
material this explanation suggests that the failure of the E/L system to recycle 
essential materials results in a depletion of metabolite precursors [28] .  In order 
to resupply itself with these precursors the cell undertakes compensatory 
measures such as alternative regulation of synthetic pathways and/or induction 
of autophagy [28]. The amount of storage and each tissue’s ability to tolerate 
perturbations in processes regulated by the E/L system and GAGs as well as its 
capacity for regeneration following GAG-induced damage also likely play a role in 
the severity of organ level pathology.  Therefore, the primary genetic defect 
results in enzymatic loss that results in a cascade of secondary events that 
contribute to the phenotype. 

The pathology associated with a loss of IDUA in MPS IH manifests in 
multiple organ systems.  At birth, patients appear normal however are typically 
diagnosed within the first year of life when corneal clouding is noted.  The 
disease is progressive and includes skeletal defects, collectively termed 
dysostosis multiplex, coarsening of the facial features, hearing and sight 
impairment, organomegaly, cardiac disease, hydrocephalus, developmental 
delay/mental retardation, and increased urinary excretion of GAGs [29]. 
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The ocular pathology includes corneal opacification, retinopathy, 
glaucoma, and optic nerve involvement [30].  HS and DS GAG accumulation 
occurs in the keratocytes, corneal stroma, endothelium and epithelium resulting 
in corneal clouding as well as retinal pigment deterioration, ocular atrophy, and 
optic nerve swelling [31, 32].  GAG accumulation in the anterior chamber results 
in intraocular hypertension and glaucoma [31, 32]. 

The otolaryngological manifestations include otitis media with effusion and 
progressive hearing loss [33, 34].  The auditory pathology is due to both skeletal 
defects as well as GAG accumulation in the vestibulocochlear nerve [34].  
Abnormal bone deposition results in deformation in structures of the ear and also 
contributes to the presence of hemorrhagic and granular material in the inner ear 
[34]. 

Respiratory involvement is characterized by recurrent upper airway 
infections, sleep apnea/asthma and impaired airway function due to GAG-
induced distension of the tongue, tonsils and adenoids, thickened vocal chords, 
and narrowing of the trachea [1].  The lungs themselves do not appear to be 
functionally deficient.  Rather, the bony malformations of the spine and a small, 
non-compliant rib cage that is flared at the lower portion along with the enlarged 
spleen and liver in the abdomen hinder proper diaphragmatic function [1].  
Hepatosplenomegaly is prevalent due to GAG accumulation in the hepatocytes 
and Kupffer cells of the liver and the splenic reticuloendothelial cells [35].  
Organomegaly results in distension of the abdomen and in addition to impeding 
lung function may contribute to the inguinal and umbilical hernias common in 
patients with MPS IH [1].  These findings show that the physical accumulation of 
GAGs resulting in cellular and organ swelling are a contributing factor to the 
pathology of lysosomal storage disease. 

The defects to the skeletal system are a significant cause of morbidity and 
disability in MPS IH patients.  The skeletal manifestations have been classified 
as defects in bone modeling and ossification [36]. Carpal tunnel and bony 
malformation of the fingers results in diminished use of the hands [1].  Stiffening 
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of the joints leads to further diminishment of hand function and also affects other 
joints such as the hips that cause gait abnormalities [1, 36].  The femoral head 
appears to have defects in blood supply that, along with defects in ossification, 
further contributes to hip joint loss of motion [1, 36].  Due to progressive flattening 
of the vertebrae spinal malformations including kyphosis and scoliosis develop 
[1].  Additional spinal deformations include odontoid hypoplasia which predispose 
MPS IH patients to atlantoaxial subluxation [37].  The precise role of 
accumulated GAGs in the gross skeletal phenotype is not completely clear.  
However, in vitro evidence suggests that GAG accumulation impedes stem cell 
differentiation and growth [38, 39].  Utilizing MPS IH patient-derived adult stem 
cells Pan et al showed that the abnormal accumulation and sulfation of HS 
results in defective induction of FGF-2 mediated events [39].  Specifically, they 
showed that HS interfered with the formation of the FGF-2-FGFR-HSPG complex 
whose formation is critical for the ability of cells to respond to mitogenic cues and 
results in an impaired ability of MPS IH cells to respond to FGF-2 [39].  FGF-2 is 
an important regulator of both cancellous and cortical bone and participates in 
the maintenance of bone mass [40, 41].  The function of bone morphogenic 
protein (BMP)-4, a member of the BMP family of proteins that are critical 
regulators of pre and postnatal bone and cartilage development, also seems to 
be dysregulated as a consequence of accumulation of partially degraded GAGs 
[38, 42].  Smad proteins play a central role in signaling in response to BMP 
receptor activation and addition of BMP-4 to MPS IH cells revealed decreased 
levels of phosphorylated Smad-1 [38, 42].  This phenomenon was reversible by 
addition of recombinant IDUA protein indicating that the accumulated GAGs 
interfere with BMP activation and signaling [38].  These in vitro findings have 
important consequences for the in vivo pathology.  First, it serves as an example 
of the notion of ‘secondary defects’ i.e. the primary defect is lack of IDUA 
resulting in lysosomal accumulation of HS and DS.  This primary 
defect/accumulation in and of itself is pathogenic in terms of physical distension 
of the cell and organs.  While the genes and protein for BMP-4 and FGF-2 are 
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not mutated, the accumulated DS and HS interfere with their function resulting in 
a secondary defect leading to perturbation of critical homeostatic processes.  
Secondly, these studies show that removal of GAGs results in normalization of 
lysosomal size and the potential to normalize secondary events that are 
important when considering therapeutic interventions. 

In addition to the skeletal manifestations of the disease which require 
lifelong orthopedic and physical therapy intervention, the cardiac pathology is 
also a major factor in MPS IH related morbidity and mortality.  MPS IH cardiac 
pathology includes: coronary artery stenosis, valvular insufficiency with thickened 
semilunar and atrioventricular valves, cardiomyopathy and systemic hypertension 
[43-51].  Findings at autopsy of MPS IH patients show endocardial fibroelastosis 
as well as coronary artery lesions classified by the accumulation of partially 
degraded GAGs resulting in severe luminal narrowing [48, 52].    
Echocardiographic (ECHO) findings can include mitral valve leaflet thickening 
with calcification of the mitral annulus [43].  Dangel correlated accumulation of 
the GAGs dermatan sulfate with the most severe echocardiographic changes 
and 100% of the patients enrolled in this study (7/7) showed abnormal ECHOs 

[44].  In a study of 99 patients with lysosomal storage disease (MPS I, II, III, IV, 
and VI) Mohan et al identified increasing age and diagnosis of MPS I as 
significant risk factors for mortality [53].  This study also showed that the most 
common cardiac anomalies associated with MPS I are mitral valve abnormalities 
and diminished ejection fraction that was also a significant risk factor for death 

[53].  In addition to cellular accumulation of partially degraded GAGs throughout 
the cardiac tissue, the coronary arteries also exhibit collagen deposition and 
deranged elastic fiber deposition [54, 55].   

The elasticity of blood vessels is due to polymeric elastin composed of a 
microfibrillar scaffold upon which chains of tropoelastin are cross linked to via 
lysyl oxidase [54, 56-61].  Secretion and proper positioning of tropoelastin is 
critical for normal elastic fiber deposition and blood vessel function.  Elastin 
binding protein (EBP), an enzymatically inactive splice variant of -galactosidase, 
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functions as a molecular chaperone that prevents tropoelastin degradation and 
self-aggregation and promotes the ordered assembly of tropoelastin on the 
scaffold of growing elastic fibers [56, 62, 63].  MPS IH fibroblasts exhibit an 
increased loss (i.e. ‘shedding’) of EBP despite synthesizing comparable amounts 
to normal fibroblasts [55].  As such, MPS IH fibroblasts, while synthesizing 
normal amounts of tropoelastin and not exhibiting increased elastolytic activity, 
display defects in depositing elastic fibers [55].  The cause of this may be due to 
the secondary effect scenario proposed for dysostosis multiplex. MPS IH patients 
also show decreased enzymatic activity of -galactosidase a lysosomal enzyme 
involved in the hydrolysis of asialo GM1, ganglioside, GM1 ganglioside, keratin 
sulfate, and lactosylceramide [64-69].  Therefore, a potential model for cardiac 
valve/vessel pathology is that loss of IDUA results in accumulation of DS and HS, 
DS causes shedding of EBP from cells and the elastic fiber deposition is altered 
and results in compromised elasticity of the major vessels.  The accumulated 
GAGs also cause depression of -galactosidase suggesting that the EBP splice 
variant may be at lower levels and the cell may not be able to replenish the EBP 
lost to DS-induced shedding further impairing the ability to properly deposit 
elastic fibers in the blood vessels and valves. 

The central nervous system (CNS) is a major site of pathology and is 
responsible for significant morbidity in MPS IH.  The full spectrum of the effects 
of altered lysosomal function manifests in the brain.  The primary loss of IDUA 
causes accumulation of primary and secondary storage products, neuronal cell 
alterations and death, inflammation, and structural defects that culminate in a 
severe mental handicap.   

The physical effects of gross lysosomal distension have consequences in 
the brain.  Much like the lung, which is compressed (from three sides: spine, 
chest, and abdomen) resulting in diminished function, the brain is subject to 
similar effects.  MPS IH patients show accumulation of GAGs in the 
leptomeninges that become thickened and can increase pressure on the brain 
and can contribute to the presence of a communicating hydrocephalus [70].  
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Further contributing to hydrocephalus is impaired resorption of CSF as a result of 
GAG accumulation in the arachnoid villi [70]. The consequence of perturbed 
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) flow further contributes to the increased intracranial 
pressure but may be more far reaching.  The CSF acts as both a fluid-based 
cushion providing protection to the brain and also is a critical regulator of brain 
homeostasis.  Because the brain is devoid of lymphatic capillaries the CSF 
serves as a means for removal of brain metabolites and toxins [71].  Failure to 
remove toxins can cause brain damage that is exemplified in Alzheimer’s disease 
where age-related decreases in CSF flow results in an ability to remove toxic 
metabolites (amyloid) [72].  In addition the CSF is responsible for transport of 
materials into the brain.  The cerebral capillaries are largely responsible for the 
transport of free fatty acids, glucose, amino acids and peptides into the brain, 
while the choroid plexuses (site of CSF production) are responsible for providing 
the brain vitamins, growth factors and other proteins [71].  The CSF is also a 
regulator of brain development.  During early development a change in CSF 
pressure triggers a spurt in brain growth and central to this process is proper 
CSF flow [71, 73-79].  Therefore, the consequence of altered dynamics of CSF 
flow/resorption in MPS IH may be harm to the brain parenchyma as a result of 
increased intracranial pressure, impaired metabolite/toxin removal, and 
developmental delay. 
 GAG accumulation is also seen in cells of the CNS in MPS IH patients.  
Vacuolated cells due to GAG accumulation are present in the collagen bundles of 
the dura and subarachnoid space [80].  Myelination appears to be normal 
however the large neurons of the spinal cord, brain stem, basal ganglia, and 
cerebral cortex all have a ballooned appearance with displaced nuclei [80].  The 
Purkinje cells show cytosolic inclusions as well as focal dendritic swelling [81].  
Meganeurites, a term referring to swelling of the neuron with associated 
formation of dendritic spines (ectopic dendritogenesis), are present in the 
pyramidal cells [82].  This swelling occurs at the axon hillock and is an abnormal 
process that may represent cellular efforts to recapitulate dendritogenesis, a 
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process that normally only occurs early in development [83].  The reason for this 
formation may be to repair damaged neurons and reestablish new synapses.  
However, these connections appear to show altered synaptic connectivity and 
may actually contribute to mental retardation [83].  Meganeurite formation is 
unique to lysosomal storage disease and may be a result of accumulation of 
gangliosides that are promoters of dendritic initiation [84].  Post mortem tissue 
analysis has shown an increase of ganglioside GM1, GM2, and GM3 in MPS IH 
patients [85, 86]. A contributing factor for this secondary accumulation may be 
the same reason for deranged elastic fiber deposition in the cardiac vessels and 
valves: depressed -galactosidase activity.  Gangliosides are a known substrate 
for -galactosidase and the primary loss of IDUA with accumulation of GAGs, 
that can be inhibitory to -galactosidase, may result in neuronal accumulation of 
gangliosides with subsequent ectopic dendritogenesis [87-89].   
 MPS IH CNS pathology also appears to have an inflammatory component.  
Studies show the presence of activated microglial cells in the brains of MPS IH 
mice [86].  Microglial cells are the resident phagocytic cells of the CNS that are 
typically quiescent unless activated in response to stress, pathogens, or damage 
[90].  The precise role of activated microgliae in the MPS I brain is unknown; 
however Neufeld suggests that they may contribute to the secondary ganglioside 
accumulation [86].  This study suggests that microgliae respond to damaged or 
dead neurons and in their phagocytic role they attempt to remove the damaged 
cell [86].  In the process of digesting macromolecules GM3 gangliosides are 
created as a byproduct of breakdown of the previously discussed accumulated 
GM2 gangliosides [86].  As such, the microgliae may unwittingly contribute to 
MPS IH neuropathology by promoting ectopic dendritogenesis.  Moreover, 
because digestion of the phagocytosed material is dependent on a fully 
functional lysosome which is lacking in MPS IH the microglial cells are unlikely 
able to fully remove cellular debris and a persistent inflammatory state may 
ensue that results in further stress to the already damaged neurons [91]. 
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   Because neurons are long lived and show little ability to regenerate they 
must turn over their membrane at a high rate as well as remove long-lived 
proteins and organelles.  The cell accomplishes this by a process known as 
autophagy.  Central and critical to this process is a functional lysosome.  Studies 
in lysosomal storage disease suggest an impairment of autophagy that may 
contribute to neurodegeneration.  In MPS IIIA and multiple sulfatase deficiency, a 
storage disorder due to a lack of sulfatase modifying factor 1, there are increased 
numbers of autophagosomes as well as an impairment of autophagosome-
lysosome fusion [92].  Similar results were noted in Niemann-Pick C cells [93].  
Interestingly, these studies also showed the accumulation of polyubiquinated 
proteins indicating a potential impairment of the ubiquitin/proteasome pathway 
that is not normally dependent on the lysosome for degradation [92, 93].  
However, in the absence of a functional lysosome the cell may enact 
compensatory measures to remove intracellular material by shunting it to the 
ubiquitin proteasome system (UPS) [94].  The accumulation of aggregated (e.g. 
due to impaired autophagy) and polyubiquitylated proteins can directly impair the 
function of the UPS [95].  Given the role of the UPS and autophagy in 
fundamental cellular events (e.g. apoptosis and cell division) the ramifications of 
GAG pathology may extend to multiple cellular pathways.  At present, whether 
there is a dysregulation of autophagy and/or the UPS is unknown in the context 
of MPS IH. 
Therefore a putative model for MPS IH neuropathology includes structural 
defects whereby the brain is under physical stress and is compressed due to 
distension of the meninges which also hinders proper CSF flow that is required 
for brain development and removal of metabolites and toxins.  Coupled with that 
is neuronal death and accumulation of secondary substrates (gangliosides) that 
contribute to altered synaptic junction formation and dysregulated axon formation 
and function.  Neuronal death induces the activation of the inflammatory 
microglial cells that produce damaging inflammatory mediators and also 
contribute to further ganglioside accumulation and thus may play a role in ectopic 
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dendritogenesis.  Further neuronal death may be due to a block or impairment of 
the UPS and/or autophagy.  Loss of these functions may result in an inability to 
turnover and replenish necessary cellular constituents with material accumulating 
to a toxic threshold resulting in neuronal apoptosis that further results in a 
persistent inflammatory environment.  Therefore there is a complicated interplay 
of many factors that underlie the neuropathology (and global pathology) 
evidenced in MPS IH patients (Figure 1). 
 While MPS IH is characterized by total loss of IDUA enzymatic activity the 
commonality between the attenuated MPS IH/S and MPS IS is that mutations to 
the IDUA gene lead to decreased levels of enzymatically active IDUA. The 
resultant phenotype is similar to MPS IH in that ocular, skeletal, visceral, and 
cardiac abnormalities are present; however the manifestations are typically not 
as severe. Importantly, in MPS I H/S and MPS I S the neurological function is 
largely preserved.  Therefore, the fact that persons with the attenuated form can 
have IDUA enzyme levels as low as ~1.5% of normal and present with moderate 
visceral and no CNS pathology is important for therapeutic considerations as it 
shows that reconstituting enzyme levels at even low levels can be therapeutically 
beneficial. 
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Figure 1:  The Complex Global Pathology of MPS IH.  The primary defect is a 
genetic mutation to the IDUA gene resulting in loss of IDUA enzymatic activity.  
Loss of IDUA results in lysosomal accumulation of HS and DS GAGs.  GAG 
accumulation leads to lysosomal distension and can also perturb signaling.  
Disruption of signaling can influence bone and neurological development.  The 
bone pathology results in structural pressure upon the lungs and brain (leading to 
impaired CSF flow) that can impair their function.  The GAG accumulation in the 
viscera resulting in organomegaly can also physically inhibit lung function.  HS 
and DS accumulation also result in depressed -galactosidase enzymatic activity 
that potentially plays a role in cardiac and CNS pathology.  A splice variant of -
galactosidase, elastin binding protein, is required for proper elastic fiber 
arrangement.  The cardiac valves and great vessels show impaired elastic fiber 
deposition and are functionally compromised as a result.  -galactosidase is also 
required for ganglioside catabolism.  MPS IH brains show increased gangliosides 
that are known inducers of ectopic dendritogenesis a potentially contributing 
factor to neurological deficit.  GAG-induced neuronal death also induces the 
activation of microglial cells that further contribute to the generation of 
gangliosides and contribute to a persistent inflammatory environment that is toxic 
to neurons.  GAG distended lysosomes may also impair autophagy.  The inability 
of cells in organs with limited regenerative potential (e.g. heart, brain) to 
replenish/turnover cell organelles and membranes may lead to apoptosis.  
Further, defects in autophagy may impair the UPS leading to the accumulation of 
polyubiquinated proteins that can be cytotoxic. 
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Figure 1.  The Global 
MPS IH Pathology 
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Therapies for MPS I:  

Therapeutic options for MPS I include hematopoietic stem cell 
transplantation (HSCT), using either bone marrow or umbilical cord blood, 
recombinant enzyme therapy (ERT), or gene therapy.  Each of these treatment 
modalities centers on the fact that extracellular IDUA can be endocytosed by CI-
MPR on the cell surface and routed to the lysosome where it can act upon 
accumulated GAGs [11].   
Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation: 
 In the case of HSCT the source of IDUA is donor-derived stem cells that 
reconstitute the hematopoietic system and provide a continuous source of IDUA.  
When successful, HSCT is capable of ameliorating many of the pathological 
manifestations of the disease.  However, there are significant risks and side 
effects associated with HSCT.  MPS IH patients show reduced rates of 
engraftment and a higher mortality rate than those transplanted for other 
conditions [1, 96, 97].   

The ability of HSCT to improve ocular pathology is variable.  Vellodi and 
Souillet report improvement in corneal cloudiness in 9 of 55 patients [98, 99].  
Connell’s study showed corneal opaqueness in all of the subjects studied with 
follow up ranges from 13 months to 19 years indicating that improvement to the 
MPS IH related eye pathology occurs infrequently and non-uniformly [31].  
Similar to the ocular pathology, patients treated with HSCT show low rates of 
improved hearing and no reversal of the sensorineural abnormalities [1, 100].   
 HSCT appears to be beneficial for the respiratory complications of MPS 
IH.  Reduction of tonsillar and upper aerodigestive tract GAGs improves the 
upper airway obstruction and sleep apnea associated with the disease [101].  
Contributing to the betterment of the pulmonary disease is the reduction of the 
liver and spleen size due to GAG clearance mediated by the donor cells [1].   
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 Significantly, HSCT may marginally improve joint movement; however, it 
does not appear to alter the progression of the skeletal defects [102].  As such, 
MPS IH patients require extended orthopedic intervention [1].   

HSCT, in the short term, can result in stabilization of aortic and mitral 
valve defects, left ventricular end-diastolic dimension normalization, and 
regression of ventricular hypertrophy [50, 103-105].  However, these benefits do 
not appear to extend to the cardiac valves that, in some patients, continue to 
thicken and develop stenosis, insufficiency, and prolapse [104].   

Because the microglial cells of the brain are of hematopoietic origin, HSCT 
can result in donor-derived microgliae that provide IDUA to the brain.  Early 
HSCT treatment (<2 years of age) appears to be most beneficial for the 
neurological outcome of MPS IH patients resulting in a stabilization and 
preservation of intellectual development [1].  Lucke et al observed that 
transplanted patients (n=5) did not follow the predicted course of progressive 
neurological deterioration as would be expected in untreated patients and all of 
the participants in the study showed a decrease in the number of intracranial 
lesions [106].  Common to this study and others is the observation that there is a 
latency following HSCT for neurological stabilization and improvement [106-109].  
The reason for this delay may be due to the slow turnover rate of microglial cells 
within the CNS.  Animal studies indicate that only 30% of the microglial cells at 
six months post transplant are donor derived and that they are confined primarily 
to the non-parenchymal leptomeningeal and perivascular regions [110].  This lag 
time and the inability of the microglial cells to reach all areas of the brain  is 
significant in that it represents a time of ongoing storage material mediated 
damage. Moreover, despite the neurological/psychomotor 
improvements/stabilization most children still require specialized educational 
programs [109].   

While HSCT is able to modulate some of the pathological manifestations 
of MPS IH certain areas remain nearly completely refractive (e.g. skeleton) and 
the benefits to others are non-uniform (e.g. heart valves, eye, CNS).  In addition 
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the pre-transplant preparative regimen is a source of significant toxicity, 
morbidity, and mortality.  Coupled to that are the low engraftment rates and 
reduced long term survival rates following HSCT.  Despite this, HSCT is currently 
the best treatment option, however the inability to ameliorate all of the symptoms 
and the dangers of the procedure mandate the development of safer and more 
efficacious options. 
Enzyme Replacement Therapy: 

Infusion of recombinant IDUA (rIDUA; commercially available from 
Genzyme Corporation with the trade name of Laronidase or Aldurazyme) is also 
a clinical option for treatment.  Infusion of rIDUA has been used to treat more 
than 100 patients in clinical trials [1].  One study was comprised of 45 patients 
who completed a 26-week initial regimen of weekly infusions of rIDUA that was 
then extended for an additional 3.5 years [111].  89% of the patients in this study 
received 80% or greater of the scheduled infusions resulting in the following 
findings: hepatosplenomegaly was normalized in 92% of the participants, urinary 
GAG excretion declined 60-70% over the initial 12 week period and remained at 
normal or slightly elevated (2-fold) levels at the final assessment, 73% of the 
patients showed improved or stabilized lung function, and joint (shoulder) flexion 
improved in 95% of the patients [111].  Corneal clouding did not improve and the 
cardiac valvular pathology did not normalize [111].  Moreover, 93% of the 
patients developed anti-rIDUA antibodies which correlated with infusion 
associated reactions (IAR) including vomiting, nausea, rash, fever, and 
anaphylaxis in one case [111].  Of note, all of the patients enrolled in this study 
had the attenuated form of MPS (MPS IH/S=84%, and the remainder had MPS 
IS) [111].   

In a long-term study, five patients (all of whom had the attenuated MPS) 
were given weekly infusions of enzyme over a six-year period [112].  
Hepatosplenomegaly had largely resolved in these patients and urinary GAG 
excretion decreased 76% [112].  Lung function was improved and while none of 
the patients progressed to cardiac failure the valvular disease did progress [112].  
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Stabilization or improvement of the joint (shoulder) disease was seen and similar 
findings were reported for the ocular pathology [112].  All of the patients 
developed anti-rIDUA antibodies that declined over time and IAR were rare [112].   

Studies to test efficacy were also undertaken in younger (<5 years) 
patients and included patients with the severe MPS IH form of the disease [113].  
Twenty patients (16 with MPS IH and 4 with MPS IH/S) received weekly 
injections over a one-year period [113].  As observed in the other studies, urinary 
GAGs and hepatosplenomegaly were greatly improved, the non-valvular cardiac 
pathology (ventricular hypertrophy), and sleep apnea also were stabilized or 
improved and each of the patients developed anti-rIDUA antibodies [113].  
Interestingly, the patients with the severe MPS IH form of the disease who were 
treated prior to 2.5 years of age showed an improvement of cognitive function in 
a manner similar to healthy children [113].  Moreover, the MPS IH children 
treated at an older age showed a stabilization of neurocognitive function over the 
course of the year [113].  Given that the dose of rIDUA is unlikely to gain access 
to the CNS due to exclusion by the blood brain barrier (bbb) the cognitive 
stabilization is likely due to improvement of overall health status [113, 114].  
Studies have not specifically addressed the amount of rIDUA that needs to be 
infused to cross the bbb in order to have any therapeutic benefit.  One dosage 
study showed that an every other week dose of 1.2 mg/kg rIDUA was an 
acceptable alternative to the usual 0.58 mg/kg/week dose when there was 
difficulty in the patient receiving weekly infusions [115].  However, the weekly 
infusions at the lower dose provided the best efficacy and lowest risk [115].   
Combinatorial Therapy: 

Neither ERT nor HSCT alone is capable of ameliorating all of the 
pathology associated with MPS I.  ERT is effective at correcting or lessening the 
non-CNS features of the disease while HSCT is capable of stabilizing cognitive 
decline.  However, the morbidity and mortality associated with the HSCT 
procedure is significant especially the pulmonary complications [116].  Because 
ERT is capable of decreasing pulmonary disease a combinatorial approach was 
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developed to determine whether pre-treatment with ERT followed by HSCT 
would improve engraftment, decrease post-transplant complications, and be 
beneficial for the global MPS IH pathology.  Early studies testing the rationale of 
this approach showed that the combinatorial therapy was well tolerated but 
neither a positive or negative effect compared to historical data was observed 
[117, 118].  A more recent study suggests that this regimen should be 
implemented for all MPS IH patients and reported donor engraftment rates of 
>90%, 100% survival (n=7, 6 months to one year post transplant), and that the 
lung complications were mitigated [119].  Common to these studies as was noted 
in ERT alone protocols was the presence of anti-IDUA antibodies.   

The presence of rIDUA antibodies in patients undergoing ERT is 
significant in that it could limit the therapeutic efficacy in the following manner(s): 
(i) antibody-enzyme interactions result in elimination of the enzyme or the 
presence of the antibody changes the conformation of the enzyme and impedes 
function, (ii) the antibody could bind to the catalytic site and inactivate the 
enzyme, (iii) the antibody could bind to the domain necessary for cellular uptake 
and reduce the rate/efficiency of cellular uptake, (iv) presence of an enzyme-
antibody complex may direct antibody mediated uptake via Fc receptors that 
prevent proper cellular targeting and may potentiate the immune response by 
processing on MHC II molecules [120].  These scenarios are diagrammed in 
Figure 2. 
 The ERT studies to date indicate that antibody titers decrease over the 
length of the study suggesting that tolerization is achievable [106, 115, 118, 121].  
In humans the antibodies appear to be non-neutralizing in terms of enzymatic 
activity [122].  Recent studies in canines suggest that antibody formation can limit 
efficacy by perturbing enzymatic uptake and that tolerance induction was 
achievable by immune modulation that allowed for maximal enzyme uptake and 
higher doses that may be beneficial for the refractory tissues of the bone and 
heart [123].  Whether this mechanism is operable in human patients is, at 
present, unknown. 
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When designing a treatment protocol several factors are considered such 
as age, severity, developmental quotient (DQ), and phenotype [1].  For the 
attenuated forms of MPS I ERT is recommended due to the risks of HSCT [1].  In 
younger patients with a higher DQ (cognitively intact) and the severe form of the 
disease then HSCT is indicated in order to preserve neurocognition [1].  In older 
patients in whom cognitive function has been impaired then ERT is indicated to 
avoid the risk of HSCT [1].  ERT to reduce the risk of HSCT-related pulmonary 
complications prior to transplant may be beneficial to improve the health status of 
the patient so that they can tolerate the regimen required for HSCT [1].   
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Figure 2.  Potential Adverse Effects of rIDUA Antibody Generation. 
 
Any (or all four) of the scenarios may be involved in response to ERT that can 
hinder therapeutic benefit. 
 

(i.) Antibody-protein interaction results in direct destruction of the 
enzyme or there is an antibody induced conformational change in 
the enzyme that abrogates/eliminates enzymatic function. 

(ii.) Antibody formation is to a site on the enzyme that impedes 
enzymatic function of the protein. 

(iii.) The antibody binds to a portion of the enzyme that is recognized by 
the cell receptor for endocytosis.  While not necessarily inhibitory in 
terms of strict enzymatic activity, prevention of the enzyme from 
being taken up by the cell limits efficacy. 

(iv.) Antibody bound to enzyme directs uptake to cells such as 
macrophages via Fc-receptor-antibody interactions.  Uptake by this 
mechanism is unlikely to target the enzyme to the lysosome where 
it can participate in the degradation of GAGs.  In addition, the 
enzyme may be presented on MHC II molecules that can amplify 
the immune response and further limit efficacy. 

 
Reprinted with permission of the Nature Publishing Group [120]. 
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Figure 2: Antibody Impact on ERT 
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Gene Therapy: 
Gene therapy for MPS IH, to date, has been restricted to animal models.  

Because the presently submitted studies utilize the murine model of MPS IH the 
focus will be on gene therapy in the mouse.  The MPS IH mouse is a knockout 
model where the IDUA gene was targeted for disruption and displays a 
phenotype similar to MPS IH patients [124].  The mice have hepatosplenomegaly 
due to GAG accumulation, dysostosis multiplex, neurological disease (including 
microgliosis and secondary accumulation of gangliosides), ocular, auditory, and 
cardiac disease [33, 86, 124-126].  However, studies show that the cardiac 
disease is not identical to the human manifestations of the disease.  Aortic root 
dilatation is present in mice but not humans while the converse is true for 
epicardial coronary artery myointimal proliferation [127].  In spite of that, the 
valvular pathology and depressed cardiac function is similar to humans and the 
visceral and CNS phenotype of MPS IH makes it a reliable model for human pre-
clinical studies.  In addition, the functional competency of the mouse immune 
system presents an excellent venue to study and design immunomodulatory 
strategies to allow for foreign therapeutic transgene expression which can be 
hindered by the immune system.  Moreover, because each vector system has 
potential drawbacks murine studies allow for vector optimization so that the 
safest, most efficacious delivery vehicle can be defined. 
 Gene therapy studies in the murine model have utilized both viral and non-
viral delivery methods for providing a functional copy of the IDUA gene.  
Adenovirus-associated vector (AAV) utilizing the human IDUA cDNA has been 
introduced into MPS I mice by intravenous injection as well as direct injection into 
the CNS [126, 128, 129].  Hartung et al showed that intravenous injection of 
neonatal (1 day) old mice allowed for sustained gene expression over the course 
of the study (5 months) that resulted in correction/prevention of many of the 
manifestations of the disease [128].  Urinary GAG excretion was decreased, 
histological assessment of the peripheral organs (heart, lung, liver) and the CNS 
showed GAG clearance in both the CNS and non-CNS tissues [128].  The 
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pathology was nearly completely reduced in the non-CNS organs while the brain 
showed a higher degree of variability [128].  Computerized tomography showed a 
normalization of the craniofacial skeletal manifestations (decreased width of the 
external auditory canals and zygoma and a more normalized condylar spread of 
the mandible) [128].  Concomitant with the decrease of CNS GAGs these mice 
also showed an improvement of neurological function as assessed by the Open 
Field test [128].  The source of the IDUA enzyme in the brain in this study was 
uncertain (i.e. local CNS-based production vs. extra-CNS production) [128].  
Other studies have injected AAV vectors directly into the CNS.  Watson et al 
injected IDUA encoding AAV into the CSF of  2-4 month old MPS I mice [129].  
Histopathology revealed extensive to complete reduction of GAG storage in most 
areas of the brain with the perivascular cells being somewhat resistant [129].  
IDUA activity was confined primarily to the CNS and was widely distributed 
throughout the brain however variability was seen in the uniformity [129].  
Desmaris et al injected AAV directly into the striatum by intracranial injection of 6-
7 week old MPS I mice [126].  This treatment resulted in long term (26 week) 
expression and showed reduction of lysosomal distension as well as 
gangliosides [126]. 
 Non-viral vector-based approaches have also been attempted in MPS I 
mice.  Camassola et al used plasmid DNA delivered by hydrodynamic tail vein 
injection or that was complexed with cationic polymers (Superfect) and injected 
intraperitoneally [130].  Short-term gene expression was observed in multiple 
tissues and GAGs were only slightly reduced in the organs analyzed [130].  This 
study established the potential of non-viral gene delivery however the therapeutic 
benefit was not fully assessed.  Building upon this study was one by Aronovich et 
al utilizing the Sleeping Beauty transposon system [131], that mediates a cut and 
paste transposition event leading to integration into TA dinucleotides in the 
genome, for delivery of the IDUA gene [131, 132].  Initial IDUA serum enzyme 
levels reached over 100 fold above wild type levels however quickly returned to 
baseline levels four weeks post injection [131].  Histological analysis of the liver 
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showed what appeared to be inflammatory infiltrates that, along with the 
decrement of IDUA enzyme activity, was indicative of an immune-based 
response against the transgene/transgene producing cells [131].  Modulation of 
the immune system with cyclophosphamide or gadolinium chloride allowed for 
persistent transgene expression in approximately 30% of the animals [131].  
Sustained IDUA expression resulted in reduction of GAG pathology in the 
visceral organs while brain and heart pathology were not assessed [131].  These 
studies show the promise of non-viral delivery methods however, considerations 
to allow for sustained transgene expression (e.g. immunomodulation) must be 
taken into account. 
 The most widely used delivery system to date in the MPS I mouse has 
been retroviral based delivery systems.  Utilizing a lentiviral vector that encoded 
for the human IDUA cDNA Kobayashi et al showed widespread transduction 
following facial vein injection of neonatal MPS I mice including the brain [133].  
This treatment resulted in GAG reduction in the spleen, liver, heart, kidney and 
brain [133].  Analysis of the brain revealed that the neurons of the hippocampus 
and the cortex were transduced while the astrogliae were not [133].  Treated 
mice displayed a survival advantage compared to untreated littermates and also 
showed improvement of skeletal disease [133].  Though the heart showed gross 
reduction of GAGs the cardiac valvular pathology was not assessed [133].  
Utilizing a retrovirus encoding canine IDUA cDNA Liu et al undertook detailed 
efforts to assess the effects of gene therapy on the typically refractive tissues of 
the heart, ear, bone, and eye [134].  Neonatal mice were treated with low and 
high doses of retroviral vector each of which showed high levels of transduction 
of the liver [134].  The high dose treated animals showed higher levels of serum 
IDUA and no cardiac valvular pathology or skeletal disease, and had normal 
vision and hearing [134].  In contrast, the mice that received low dose treatment 
showed only marginal improvement in these tissues [134].  This study shows that 
while provision of even low amounts of IDUA can ameliorate pathology that 
curative levels of enzyme need to be comparatively higher.  In a separate study 
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this group also assessed the effect of neonatal gene delivery on the brain [135].  
In a manner observed in the initial study, the brain showed better correction in 
response to a higher dose of vector compared to a low dose [135].  Meningeal 
and perivascular GAG storage was reduced or prevented in high dose but not 
low dose treated mice as was Purkinje cell GAG pathology [135].  Cortical and 
hippocampal neurons were indistinguishable from normal mice while low dose 
treated animals displayed severe GAG accumulation in these regions of the brain 
[135].  Taken together the studies of viral gene transfer in neonatal mice shows 
that early intervention resulting in the production of a threshold amount of IDUA 
can prevent/correct most of the manifestations of the disease [128, 133-135].   
 While the studies involving neonatal mice are vitally important there are 
caveats to this approach.  First, in the absence of widespread and uniform new 
born screening for MPS I, interventional strategies in humans at this age are not 
an option.  Secondly, the neonatal environment differs in two key areas from the 
adult.  The neonate possesses an immature immune system that allows for 
sustained expression of the foreign IDUA protein in the absence of any immune 
modulation.  Additionally, the neonatal blood brain barrier in mice is more 
permissive to non-specific passage of material [136].  In the studies assessing 
reduction of brain pathology vector genomes were present in the brain indicating 
that IDUA production was due to vector transduction of brain cells [133, 135]. 

To assess the efficacy of gene therapy in the adult mouse, which is more 
clinically applicable, multiple studies have been undertaken.  Zheng et al used an 
ex vivo approach where bone marrow from IDUA null mice was transduced with 
a retrovirus with the IDUA gene and delivered to irradiated recipients [137].  Their 
data showed the ability of transduced cells to reduce visceral pathology and to 
partially correct the CNS pathology [137].  Studies directly injecting a retroviral 
construct have also been conducted.  Di Domenico et al treated 8-10 week old 
mice with a lentiviral construct encoding the human IDUA cDNA [138].  Their 
analysis showed a widespread distribution of the vector, increased IDUA enzyme 
levels and a decrease in GAGs.  However, the persistence of transgene 
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expression was limited by the formation of anti-IDUA antibodies and loss of 
vector DNA indicating immune mediated clearance of the cells expressing the 
gene [138].  To circumvent the immune response Ma et al devised an 
immunomodulation protocol in addition to administration of a retroviral vector with 
canine IDUA [139].  By co-stimulatory blockade with CTLA4-Ig and anti-CD40L or 
anti-CD4 antibodies they were able to achieve sustained gene expression (8 
months) in adult MPS I mice [139].  This treatment resulted in correction of the 
biochemical and pathological manifestations of the disease except for the aortic 
disease which remained refractory [139].  The improvement in pathology also 
extended to the CNS in this study.  However, the source of the IDUA that 
provided this benefit was unclear (i.e. local CNS-based production vs. extra-CNS 
production).  The authors argue that the source was from outside the CNS; 
however they do not conclusively demonstrate this.  Indeed, they show presence 
of vector genomes in the bone marrow and therefore cannot rule out transduced 
hematopoietic cells (or neurons themselves) present in the CNS.  The 
importance of this is that IDUA is not predicted to cross the blood brain barrier 
and establishing the source of IDUA production is critical for assessing any CNS 
therapeutic benefit in response to vector administration. 

Because the side effects of long-term immune suppression are potentially 
significant an alternative avenue was used by Herati et al [140].  This group 
designed a retroviral vector expressing canine IDUA under the control of the 
human -1-antitrypsin (A1AT) promoter and administered it to adult MPS I mice 
[140].  The rationale was that by using the liver specific A1AT promoter the 
immune response could be circumvented by directing gene expression to the 
liver parenchyma and avoiding ‘off target’ gene expression in antigen presenting 
cells (APC) [140].  This strategy resulted in low-level gene expression that 
persisted for 6.5 months and resulted in pathological improvements in the non-
CNS organs except for the aorta [140]. 
 These studies highlight an area of critical importance to the gene therapy 
field: immune-based responses to the transgene/vector resulting in loss of gene 
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expression.  Given the broad number of therapeutic genes of interest and the 
multitude of gene delivery vehicles in use, generalizing the effects of gene 
transfer/therapy in the context of the immune system can be complicated.  
However, one theory that has been proposed is that the loss of transgene 
expression is not necessarily due to the ‘foreignness’ of a gene, rather the 
transgene/vector initiates a ‘danger signal’ [141].  This is based on the Matzinger 
theory of immunology which says that the immune system does not distinguish 
between non-self and self but between dangerous and non-dangerous [142].  
The initiating event in an immune response is referred to as ‘signal 1’ and 
represents activation of APCs and the presentation of antigen on MHC II 
molecules to the T-cell receptor on T-cells [143].  This event is not sufficient to 
activate the T-cell however; a second signal is required for this [144].  This 
second set of signals is the interaction of costimulatory and adhesion molecules 
on APCs and T-cells that result in T-cell activation and generation of an immune 
response against the source antigen [141, 142].  This activation response is 
dependent on signal 2 and the absence of this signal results in T-cell anergy or 
apoptosis [142].  The factors that cause signal 2 have been termed ‘signal 0’ and 
many of the vectors used in the gene therapy field appear to fall into this 
category [141].  Delivery of gene therapy vectors can induce localized 
damage/inflammation due to specific motifs that are recognized by cells as 
pathogens (e.g. viral vector coat sequences and proteins, unmethylated CpG in 
plasmid-based vectors etc.) resulting in the secretion of factors that recruit APCs 
which then become activated [141, 145-147].  This scenario can be seen in the 
MPS I adult animal studies where transgene expression was extinguished [138].  
In contrast, when Ma et al blocked signal 2 they were able to prevent T-cell 
activation and achieved long term protein production [139].  Direct 
transduction/transfection of APCs also appears to hinder gene therapy as a 
result of direct activation and antigen presentation by APCs [141].  By restricting 
transgene expression by use of a tissue specific promoter Herati et al showed 
sustained gene expression in the absence of any other immune modulation 
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[140].  Therefore, by reducing/preventing the activation of signal 2 it is possible to 
overcome the immune-based challenges of gene therapy.    
 While the immune system can be an obstacle in gene therapy the vector 
system itself can be problematic independent of any immune-based events.  
Non-viral plasmid-based vectors are desirable because of their ease of 
production and theoretically limitless cargo capacity, however an important 
hurdle is transcriptional silencing due to heterochromatin formation on the 
plasmid backbone [148].  A second non-viral system is the Sleeping Beauty 
transposon system whose problems include a limited cargo capacity, post-
integrative silencing of the expression cassette, and the potential for insertional 
mutagenesis due to its slight preference to integrate near active genes [132, 149, 
150].  AAV vectors are beneficial in that they do not appear to transduce APCs 
and may therefore be less prone to act as a source of signal 0, thus preventing 
signal 2 induction [151].  However, tumorigenesis as a result of AAV delivery has 
been reported.  Utilizing the MPS VIII mouse model Donsante et al showed that 
mice treated with AAV expressing the lysosomal enzyme -glucuronidase were 
prone to tumor formation [152].  This finding was not due to the transgene nor the 
mouse model but was believed to be due to the AAV vector itself [152].  
Subsequent analyses showed that insertional mutagenic events occurred and 
that this event may have dysregulated small nucleolar and microRNAs resulting 
in perturbed RNA-based gene regulation causing derangement of gene 
expression [153].  Retro and lentiviral vectors show a predisposition to integrating 
at or near sites of transcriptional activation [154].  This can result in 
tumorigenesis the most famous example being the human gene therapy trial for 
severe combined immune deficiency where patients treated with a retroviral 
vector subsequently developed the leukemia [155]. Moreover, these vectors can 
also be transcriptionally silenced which can hinder therapeutic benefit [156]. 
 While great gains have been made in the treatment of MPS IH, challenges 
remain.  Individually, HSCT, ERT, and gene therapy have their associated 
risks/drawbacks.  HSCT is associated with significant morbidity and mortality and 
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ERT is dependent upon repeated injections of the enzyme and its cost is 
estimated at >$150,000 per year for a 40 kg patient [157].  The challenges to 
gene therapy include: achieving sustained transgene expression (considerations 
include vector silencing and immune-based responses) and vector safety.  A 
unifying theme to HSCT, ERT and gene therapy is an inability to uniformly 
resolve all of the manifestations of the disease.   

To that end the work presented here seeks to contribute to the field by 
designing treatment options that would specifically target the treatment refractory 
organs, namely the heart and brain.  Considering that MPS I H/S and MPS IS 
patients make small amounts of IDUA yet still develop cardiac disease it appears 
that a threshold amount of enzyme needs to be present in order to 
prevent/correct cardiac valvular pathology.  Clinical studies suggest that the 
levels of enzyme provided by HSCT and/or ERT are insufficient to reach this 
threshold.   Animal studies initiated in the newborn show that provision of 
enzyme at an early age can result in normalized cardiac function.  However, 
whether these therapies are preventative or curative is unknown.  Studies in the 
adult animal suggest that the neonatal studies are preventative rather than 
curative due to the fact that supraphysiological levels of IDUA were unable to 
correct the aortic disease in adult mice [139].   Because of the fact that -
galactosidase activity is depressed in MPS IH and that its splice variant, EBP, is 
required for ordered elastic fiber deposition, a pattern not seen in MPS I 
vessels/valves, we hypothesize that the cardiac manifestations are due to a 
‘secondary defect’ (i.e. loss of IDUA induced deficiency of -galactosidase) which 
may not be corrected by providing IDUA alone.   

The paucity of neuropathology in the attenuated MPS I H/S and MPS IS 
as well as the fact that the small amount of enzyme provided by donor cells in 
HSCT is able to stabilize neurocognitive delay in MPS IH suggests that small 
levels of IDUA enzyme are sufficient for neurological benefit.  However, the 
significant morbidity and mortality associated with HSCT makes safer therapies 
desirable.  While ERT is generally well tolerated from a safety standpoint the 
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ability of infused enzyme, at the doses approved for clinical use, to ameliorate 
CNS pathology is poor. 
Thesis Statement: 

The second chapter of this work describes our efforts to design a heart 
specific treatment option.  Based on the fact that IDUA alone is insufficient to 
correct cardiac disease we hypothesize that IDUA and -galactosidase co-
expressed with one another will result in amelioration of cardiac pathology due to 
IDUA-mediated clearance of GAGs and -galactosidase-mediated restoration of 
proper elastic fiber deposition.   In order to accomplish this we generated a 
system whereby multiple genes can be expressed from a single transcript.  This 
vector system included the IDUA gene coupled to a dual reporter system that 
allowed for the real time tracking of gene expression in vivo as well as direct 
detection at the cellular level without the need for antibody-based detection 
methods.   

The third chapter details the work to develop a system that would allow for 
delivery of therapeutic proteins to the CNS without the necessity of invasive 
injection techniques.  We generated a novel transferrin-IDUA fusion protein that 
was expressed on a plasmid that when delivered by intravenous infusion resulted 
in liver directed high level gene expression.  The fusion protein was 
enzymatically active and showed the ability to enter the CNS via a transferrin 
receptor mediated event and reduce cerebellar pathology in MPS mice.   

The fourth chapter of this thesis describes the use of a non-viral system 
that is devoid of bacterial sequences which allows for the sustained, long term 
expression of the aforementioned fusion protein.  This minicircle system utilizes 
an intramolecular recombination event to remove the bacterial backbone that 
when linked to the expression system results in transcriptional silencing in vivo.  
The resulting vector consists of a promoter, gene of interest, and a 
polyadenylation signal that resistant to silencing by heterochromatin and the 
immune system and is maintained as an episome. 
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Abstract: 
The 2A-like sequences from members of the picornavirus family were utilized to 
construct a tricistronic vector bearing the human iduronidase (IDUA) gene along 
with the luciferase and DsRed2 reporter genes.  The 2A-like sequences mediate 
a co-translational cleavage event resulting in the release of each individual 
protein product.  Efficient cleavage was observed and all three proteins were 
functional in vitro and in vivo allowing for supra-therapeutic IDUA enzyme levels 
and the co-expression of luciferase and DsRed2 expression which enabled us to 
track gene expression.   
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Introduction: 
Therapeutic gene expression can be difficult to detect and often times 
necessitates co-expression of a reporter gene to allow for indirect detection.  
While many reporter genes exist there is no one reporter that meets the multiple 
needs of sequential whole body imaging and unequivocal detection of gene 
expression at the cellular level.  For instance, the commonly used green 
fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter can be useful for cell selection. However its 
efficacy is limited in vivo because the excitation and emission spectra have only 
a 1-5 mm penetration depth and tissue absorbance can result in high background 
fluorescence [159, 160].  In contrast, the Discosoma sp.  DsRed2 red fluorescent 
protein is better suited for tissue penetration than GFP [161].  Photinus pyralis 
luciferase is capable of generating light by catalyzing the conversion of D-
luciferin to oxyluciferin. The background is very low and the bioluminescent 
signal can be imaged in real time in vivo.  This obviates the need for sacrificing 
the animal to perform analyses and, as such, is a powerful analytical tool.  
Luciferase is, however, difficult to visualize at the cellular level as it does not 
possess native fluorescent activity as do GFP and DsRed2 [159]. 
 We sought to determine whether we could couple expression of the 
luciferase and DsRed2 reporter genes to a therapeutic gene - all contained on a 
single transcript in one vector.  Such a multicistronic vector would result in the 
coordinated expression of all three genes and allow us to (i) exploit the 
advantages of luciferase by using real time in vivo whole body imaging, and, (ii) 
detect and quantify gene expression at the cellular level - without antibody 
staining – by using DsRed2 while achieving expression of the therapeutic IDUA 
gene.   Tracking therapeutic gene expression in this manner would be a 
particularly useful tool for gene therapy preclinical studies.   

Current strategies for creating multicistronic vectors include the use of 
internal ribosome entry sites (IRES), multiple promoters, and fusion proteins – 
with or without linkages via cellular protease sites.  IRES elements can be large 
precluding their use in size restricted vectors (e.g. viral, transposon-based 
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vectors etc.).  Furthermore, downstream gene expression can be attenuated 
potentially due to the order of the genes on the transcript which may necessitate 
extended vector optimization [162, 163].  Fusion protein production may result in 
compromised function potentially due to improper protein folding or trafficking.  
The use of multiple promoters results in less intimate linkage between expression 
of the reporter genes and the therapeutic gene.  Importantly, such a strategy 
cannot provide a reliable indication of therapeutic gene expression levels.  Using 
cellular protease sites as a means to link cistrons together is complicated by the 
fact that cleavage will only occur within cells expressing the protease and the 
protein must pass through the cellular compartment in which the protease is 
expressed [164, 165]. 
 Recent strategies have involved the use of the Foot-and-Mouth Disease 
Virus (FMDV) 2A or 2A-like cis acting hydrolase elements (CHYSEL) to create 
multicistronic vectors capable of generating multiple proteins from the same 
transcript including those capable of co-expressing functional enzymes [166-169] 
Many viruses encode multiple proteins which are cleaved into individual protein 
products at 2A or 2A-like sequences [170-172].  The 2A-like sequence consists 
of a canonical Asp-Val/Ile-Glu-X-Asn-Pro-Gly(2A)Pro(2B) motif which results in 
cleavage between the 2A glycine and the 2B proline [173, 174].  The cleavage 
mechanism is thought to occur as the result of a ribosomal ‘skipping’ mechanism 
whereby ribosome activity is modified by the 2A-like sequences preventing 
peptide bond formation between the 2A Gly and the 2B Pro causing release of 
the upstream protein while allowing continued translation of the downstream 
gene [170, 175].  We sought to determine whether we could utilize the 2A-like 
CHYSEL sequences of Porcine teschovirus (P2A) and Thosea asigna virus 
(T2A) to create a tricistronic plasmid vector encoding a single, long, ORF 
consisting of the therapeutic human IDUA gene, the firefly luciferase gene and 
the DsRed2 gene to direct high-level therapeutic gene expression while utilizing 
the luciferase and DsRed2 genes as direct markers of vector expression (Fig. 1). 
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IDUA is a lysosomal enzyme involved in glycosaminoglycan (GAG) 
degradation and is deficient in mucopolysaccharidosis type I (MPS I) causing 
intracellular GAG accumulation resulting in organomegaly, and neurological and 
skeletal defects [176].  Currently, bone marrow transplant (BMT), which is a 
standard therapy for MPS I, is not uniformly effective in preventing the sequelae 
of MPS I and can lead to morbidity and mortality as complications of the 
procedure [107].  Therapeutic vectors capable of replacing IDUA enzyme levels 
are therefore potentially advantageous.  Our vector design strategy may be 
particularly useful in that it can express functional therapeutic enzyme while at 
the same time allowing for direct detection utilizing the luciferase and DsRed2 
reporter genes and may be uniquely useful for preclinical and gene therapy 
studies.   
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Results: 
We created a CMV promoter regulated IDUA-P2A-Luciferase-T2A-

DsRed2 construct termed pLB (Fig. 1A) that was engineered for co-translational 
cleavage, releasing each individual protein (Fig. 1B).  Mutated constructs, where 
the Pro-Gly(2A)Pro(2B) (PGP) motif of P2A was changed to Ala-Val-Pro (AVP), 
termed p2A-M (Fig. 1C), or removed altogether, termed PGP (Fig. 1D) were 
generated.   Mutation/deletion of these residues should decrease cleavage 
efficiency [171].  To determine functionality of the multigene construct we 
transfected NIH 3T3 cells with each plasmid and gene expression was assessed 
at 48 hours.  We assessed the activity of secreted IDUA in the cellular 
supernatant as lysosomal enzymes are capable of being secreted and taken up 
by cells distant to the site of production via the ubiquitous mannose-6 phosphate 
receptor using 4-methylumbelliferyl -L-Iduronide as the substrate as described 
[176, 177]. 

   Cells transfected with pLB (cleavable form) exhibited substantial IDUA 
activity compared to untransfected 3T3 control cells and total bone marrow (BM) 
(Fig. 2A).  The mutated, p2A-M and PGP, plasmids conferred higher IDUA 
activity than the untransfected cells and BM, but this level was markedly reduced 
compared to the cleavable form of IDUA (Fig. 2A).   

Luciferase activity was assessed in vitro by addition of D-luciferin 
(Promega) to cell lysates and measuring photon emission of the oxyluciferin 
metabolite.  Cells transfected with pLB exhibited high levels of luciferase activity 
while untransfected controls exhibited none (Fig. 2B).  Both mutant plasmids 
exhibited luciferase activity; however the number of photons emitted was less 
than the cleavable pLB plasmid (Fig. 2B).   

DsRed2 expression in cells transfected with the pLB tricistronic construct 
was confirmed by fluorescence microscopy as well as by flow cytometry (data not 
shown and Fig. 2C).  Western blot analysis was used to determine the cleavage 
efficiency for each construct using an antibody to the luciferase protein, encoded 
by the gene located in the middle of the construct (Fig. 1).  We observed efficient 
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cleavage in pLB cell lysates (Fig. 2D lane 2) resulting in a luciferase species with 
a slightly higher molecular weight than recombinant luciferase (Fig. 2D lanes 1 
and 2).  This is consistent with this system as 2A-like sequences are 
incorporated into the gene products resulting in an increase in molecular weight.  
Both of the mutated plasmids (p2A-M and PGP) resulted in production of a high 
molecular weight product only, indicating that cleavage into each individual gene 
product did not occur (Fig. 2D lanes 3 (p2A-M) and 4 (PGP)).  This analysis 
confirmed (i) that efficient cleavage occurred (Fig. 2D), and (ii) that disrupting the 
PGP site, either by mutation or deletion, prevents cleavage (Fig. 2D lanes 2, 3, 
and 4).  The low level of IDUA and luciferase noted in cells transfected with either 
mutated construct may be the result of activity of the IDUA-luciferase fusion 
product (Figs. 2A, 2B and, 2D).  

After establishing functionality of each of the three genes in vitro we 
sought to validate the system in vivo as well as perform comparison studies 
between the tricistronic plasmid and the corresponding monocistronic form of 
each construct. We created plasmids bearing monocistronic IDUA, luciferase, or 
DsRed2, respectively such that the vector backbone and regulatory elements 
(i.e. promoter and polyadenylation signal) were identical to the tricistronic vector.   

Fluorescence microscopy revealed DsRed2 positive cells in vitro mediated 
by both the tricistronic (Fig. 2C) and the monocistronic form (data not shown).  To 
compare tricistronic versus monocistronic IDUA and luciferase we injected 
equimolar amounts of each plasmid separately into the tail vein of non-obese 
diabetic-severe combined immunodeficiency (NOD-SCID) mice as described 
[178].  Serum samples were obtained 48 hours after injection and assayed for 
IDUA activity.  Animals receiving the pLB plasmid exhibited high-level IDUA 
activity compared to endogenous IDUA present in the serum; however the 
highest levels noted were from the animals receiving the monocistronic IDUA 
(Fig. 3A).  

At 48 hours whole body luciferase imaging was performed using the 
Xenogen IVIS system.  While the control (i.e. monocistronic IDUA injected) 
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animal showed no luciferase expression (Fig. 3B animal 2), the animals receiving 
tricistronic plasmid (Fig. 3B animal 1) or monocistronic luciferase (Fig. 3B animal 
3) exhibited high levels of luciferase expression in the liver, the anticipated site of 
highest gene expression, after hydrodynamic injection of plasmid  [178].    Mono- 
versus tricistronic luciferase activity was quantified by selecting a Region of 
Interest (red circle Fig. 3B) from the sternum to the mid-abdomen of each mouse 
using the Xenogen LivingImage software (version 2.50) which allows for the 
determination of the number of photons/sec/cm2 within that region. Exposure 
times were varied to allow for a time course analysis and the data is represented 
in graphical form (Fig. 3C).    In vivo imaging (Fig. 3B) and graphical data (Fig. 
3C) reveals that that luciferase gene expression, whether mediated by the 
tricistronic or monocistronic vectors, is comparable. 

At 48 hours the animals were anesthetized and a mid-line incision was 
made to expose the liver for DsRed2 imaging as described [179].  DsRed2 
activity can be seen throughout the liver in the pLB injected animals while 
uninjected and control animals lacked detectable DsRed2 expression (Fig. 3D 
and data not shown).  A portion of the liver was dissected and analyzed for 
DsRed2 activity in individual cells by fluorescence microscopy and DsRed2 
positive hepatocytes are shown in Fig 3E.   
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Discussion: 
The ability to generate multicistronic vectors holds great potential for the 

field of gene therapy as a whole.  In this report we have demonstrated that a 
tricistronic vector carrying a therapeutic gene along with two reporter genes is 
functional both in vitro and in vivo.  Our co-expression strategy resulted in a 
unique vector capable of high-level therapeutic gene expression and allowed us 
to track gene expression non-invasively using luciferase and at the cellular level 
using DsRed2.  The multitude of options that exist for creating multicistronic 
vectors carry with it associated potential pitfalls, and 2A-based vectors are not 
exempt in this respect.  The co-translational cleavage mechanism results in the 
addition of a 2A-like sequence to the upstream gene and addition of the 2B 
proline to the N-terminus of the translation product downstream of 2A which may 
potentially interfere with protein folding or activity.    In the case of our vector this 
resulted in a C-terminal extension of IDUA by the 20 amino acids of the Porcine 
teschovirus 2A-like sequence (Fig. 1B). Incorporation of these sequences may 
inhibit IDUA activity as IDUA activity was higher in the monocistronic vector (i.e. 
lacking the 2A-like sequences) compared to the tricistronic form (Fig. 3A).  
However, we still achieved IDUA activity using the tricistronic vector which 
surpassed the endogenous levels produced in vitro by 3T3 cells (Fig. 2A) and in 
vivo by NOD-SCID mice (Fig. 3A).    Moreover, as allogeneic BMT is a standard 
therapy for MPS I, we used normal BM cells as a benchmark for IDUA enzyme 
activity.  Our tricistronic construct, despite yielding lower levels of IDUA 
compared to the monocistronic form, produced functional enzyme far in excess 
to that produced by normal BM cells (Fig. 2A). 

The 2B proline of P2A was incorporated into the N-terminal portion of 
luciferase and 17 amino acids of the Thosea asigna virus 2A-like forms a C-
terminal extension (Fig. 1B).  Despite the additions of these sequences luciferase 
levels between the tri- and monocistronic constructs were very similar indicating 
that the 2A-like sequences do not impair luciferase activity and substantial 
expression was seen both in vitro and in vivo allowing for tracking of vector 
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expression (Figs. 2B and 3B).  Lastly, an N-terminal proline is added to DsRed2 
which did not preclude us from detecting DsRed in vitro and in vivo (Figs. 2C, 3D, 
and 3E).       

Our results are in keeping with what others have shown using the 2A and 
2A like sequences to create multicistronic vectors resulting in functional proteins 
including enzymes [165, 167, 168].  To our knowledge this the first use of the 2A-
like sequence technology to create a gene therapy vector which produces high 
levels of a therapeutic enzyme that can be tracked in vivo and at the cellular 
level.  

In summary, we provide further evidence for the potential of 2A-like 
sequences as powerful tools in gene therapy vectors.  Our vector allows us to 
express supra-therapeutic levels of IDUA and to utilize luciferase and DsRed2 to 
track gene expression.  While the expression of this construct was likely 
episomal, it serves as valuable proof of principle for the potential of this vector 
and is the first step in the long term goal to use this tricistronic technology to 
create integrating gene therapy vectors for the treatment of MPS I.   

Particularly advantageous is the fact that the 2A like sequences are very 
small, 63 bp in the case of P2A and 54 bp in T2A, making this tricistronic 
construct ideal for use in size restricted viral and non-viral vectors.  For instance, 
retro and lentiviral vectors possess packaging capacities of 8 kb and AAVs can 
accommodate <5 kb [180].  Use of the small 2A-like sequences (~60 bp 
compared to the EMCV IRES of ~600 bp) may allow for the development of 
multicistronic vectors which allow for coupled therapeutic and reporter gene 
expression, as we have documented here, as well as for the development of 
multicistronic vectors for the treatment of multigene deficiencies even in size 
restricted vectors. 
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Figure 1: Tricistronic Vector Constructs.  Tricistronic Vector Constructs.  (A) 
Schematic of the cleavable pLB construct containing the IDUA downstream of 
the CMV promoter in the pCDNA3.1D TOPO Vector (Invitrogen).  Subsequently 
the P2A-Luciferase-T2A-DsRed2 fragment, generated by recombinant PCR as 
described by Szymczak [166] and Higuchi [181], was cloned in-frame, 
downstream of the IDUA gene resulting in the plasmid pLB. The IDUA cDNA was 
a gift from Dr. E. Neufeld [182], luciferase was derived from the pGL-3 vector 
(Promega) and DsRed2 was sub-cloned from the pIRES-DsRed2 vector 
(Clontech).  Arrow indicates the cleavage sight between the 2A glycine and 2B 
proline. (B) Individual cleavage products with associated 2A-like sequences at 
the C (IDUA and luciferase) and/or N (luciferase and DsRed2) terminus of the 
protein products.  (C) The P2A sequence was mutated from PGP to AVP or (D) 
completely deleted which should decrease the cleavage efficiency between IDUA 
and luciferase [171].  The T2A sequence was maintained to monitor transfection 
efficiency by DsRed2 expression.   
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Figure 2: In vitro analysis of IDUA, luciferase and DsRed2 gene expression 
in NIH 3T3 cells. In vitro analysis of IDUA, luciferase and DsRed2 gene 
expression in NIH 3T3 cells. Endotoxin free plasmid (Qiagen) was used to 
transfect 106 3T3 cells using the Effectene Transfection Reagent (Qiagen) and 
monitoring for gene expression 48 hours post transfection.  (A) In vitro IDUA 
activity.  Cellular supernatant was removed and assayed in triplicate for IDUA 
activity using 4-methylumbelliferyl -L-iduronide as the substrate as described 
[177].    Controls include an equal number of non-transfected 3T3s and 106 BM 
cells.  p2A-M represents cells transfected with the mutated (PGPAVP) plasmid, 
and PGP represents cells transfected with the P2A PGP deleted mutant 
plasmid.  IDUA activity was determined using a standard curve of known 
amounts of 4-methylumbelliferone (Sigma). Values are presented as 
IDUA/nmol/µg of protein/4hours and standard deviation is shown.  (B) In vitro 
luciferase activity. Cells transfected with either the cleavable (pLB), uncleavable 
p2A-M, or uncleavable PGP plasmids were harvested and lysed in 1X Reporter 
Lysis Buffer (Promega) and seeded in triplicate in flat bottom plates followed by 
addition of Luciferase Assay Buffer containing (Promega) and photon emission 
was measured for 5 seconds using a Chameleon 425-100 Multilabel Counter 
(Hidex) +/- s.d.  Cell lysate protein content was assessed using Proteostain 
Protein Quantification Kit (Dojindo Molecular Technologies) and luciferase 
activity is expressed as relative light units (RLU)/mg of protein +/- s.d.  (C) In vitro 
DsRed2 expression. 3T3 cells 48 hours post transfection (or untransfected cells 
as a control) were trypsinized and analyzed on a FACS Calibur (Beckton-
Dickinson) for DsRed2 activity.  (D) Western Blot analysis of cleavage activity.  
Antibody specificity for luciferase was determined using recombinant luciferase 
(lane 1).  Protein concentration was determined from cell lysates using the 
Proteostain Protein Quantification Kit (Dojindo Molecular Technologies) and 
equal amounts of protein (50 µg) from pLB (lane2), p2A-M (lane 3), PGP (lane 
4), transfected or untransfected (not shown) cells were separated on a 
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NuPAGE10% Bis-Tris Gel (Invitrogen), transferred to a PVDF membrane 
(Invitrogen) and probed with a biotinylated polyclonal anti-luciferase antibody 
(Abcam) followed by addition of streptavidin conjugated HRP (Abcam) and 
developed using the ECL Western Blotting Analysis System (Amersham 
Biosciences).  Cleaved luciferase and uncleaved are indicated by labeled arrows. 
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Figure 3:  Tricistronic versus Monocistronic Vector Gene Expression.  
NOD-SCID mice were infused by hydrodynamic tail vein injection with equimolar 
amounts (50 µg) of pLB, Monocistronic IDUA (35 µg), or (37 µg) Monocistronic 
Luciferase as described [178] and analyzed at 48 hours post-injection. (A) In vivo 
IDUA activity. Serum was harvested and IDUA activity was assessed as before.  
Animals receiving monocistronic luciferase served as controls. Duplicate 
experiments with 3 animals each were used and SEM is shown.  (B) Whole body 
In vivo luciferase Imaging.  Animals were anesthetized and administered 150 
µg/g D-luciferin (Xenogen) by intraperitoneal injection and imaged for luciferase 
activity using the Xenogen IVIS Imaging System.  The scale bar on the right 
represents photon emission as photons/sec/cm2/sr. Representative animals for 
tricistronic plasmid injection (animal 1), control (IDUA injected- animal 2), and 
monocistronic luciferase injected (animal 3) recipients are shown. (C)  
Comparison of luciferase activity between mono- and tricistronic injected 
animals. A Region of Interest (ROI; red circle) was placed around the area of 
luciferase expression and the number of photons/sec/cm2 was determined within 
the ROI using LivingImage Software Version 2.50 (Xenogen).  Graphical analysis 
is the mean of photons counted in the ROI of 4 animals for each group over 
exposure times of 0.1-90 seconds with SEM shown.  (E) Whole organ DsRed2 
expression.  Animals were anesthetized and the liver was exposed following mid-
line incision and imaged for DsRed2 expression using a Retiga EXi Fast 1394 
camera (Q Imaging) mounted to a Leica MZFLII Stereomicroscope as described 
[179].  No fluorescence was observed in non-injected or control plasmid receiving 
animals (data not shown due to the fact that the background is nil).  (E)  Cellular 
DsRed2 expression.  A region of liver, determined by whole organ imaging, 
expressing DsRed2 was dissected and homogenized so that a cytospin could be 
performed.  DAPI nuclear staining (Molecular Probes) was performed followed by 
microscopy analysis using a BX51 fluorescent microscope (Olympus).  Cells 
expressing DsRed2 are in the top panel, the DAPI image is the middle panel and 
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a merged image showing DsRed2 positive hepatocytes with nuclei is shown in 
the last panel. 
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Chapter III:  Targeting the CNS 
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Abstract: 
 Mucopolysaccharidosis Type I (Hurler Syndrome) is caused by a deficiency of 
the enzyme, -L-iduronidase (IDUA) and is characterized by widespread 
lysosomal glycosaminoglycan accumulation. Successful treatment of CNS 
disease is limited by the presence of the blood-brain barrier, which prevents 
penetration of therapeutic enzyme.  Since the brain capillary endothelial cells, 
which form this barrier, express high levels of the transferrin receptor, we 
hypothesized that coupling IDUA to transferrin would facilitate IDUA delivery to 
the CNS.  A plasmid bearing a fusion gene consisting of transferrin and IDUA 
was constructed that when delivered in vivo resulted in production of high levels 
of an enzymatically active protein that was transported into the CNS by 
transferrin receptor-mediated endocytosis.  Short-term treatment resulted in a 
decrease of glycosaminoglycans in the cerebellum of MPS I mice and represents 
a potential strategy for the delivery of therapeutic enzyme to the CNS.  
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Introduction: 
  The mucopolysaccharidoses (MPS) are inherited lysosomal hydrolase 
enzymopathies resulting in defects in the stepwise catabolism of 
glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) [176].  MPS I (Hurler syndrome) is characterized by 
a deficiency of -L-Iduronidase (IDUA; EC 3.2.1.76) resulting in lysosomal 
accumulation of heparan and dermatan sulfate with progressive cellular and 
multi-organ dysfunction [184]. The CNS pathological manifestations include 
progressive intellectual decline, spinal cord compression, and communicating 
hydrocephalus [185-190]. 

The available treatments for MPS I are either allogeneic bone marrow 
transplantation (BMT) or IDUA enzyme replacement therapy (ERT), both of 
which provide an extra-cellular source of enzyme that can be taken up via the 
mannose 6-phosphate receptor (M6PR) present on most cells [107, 121, 191]. 
MPS patients transplanted prior to two years of age can be protected from 
irreversible neuropathology due to donor-derived microglial cell engraftment in 
the CNS [192].  However, in addition to the side-effects of allogeneic BMT 
including both morbidity and mortality due to the conditioning regimen and 
immune responses between the donor and the host many patients continue to 
decline intellectually prior to stabilization and still require special educational 
needs. [107].  ERT utilizing rhIDUA (Aldurazyme/Laronidase) shows therapeutic 
benefit in non-CNS organs but appears to have limited efficacy in correcting CNS 
pathology due to an apparent low ability to cross the blood brain barrier (bbb) 
[122, 193, 194].  Thus, alternative strategies to BMT and ERT that are capable of 
more efficiently delivering IDUA to the brain while minimizing adverse side effects 
are desirable. 
 Strategies for breaching the bbb include the use of osmotic agents to 
disrupt the barrier or employment of carrier proteins to deliver cargo across the 
intact bbb via transcytosis [195-197].  One such method has utilized the rat 8D3 
monoclonal antibody to the transferrin receptor (TfR) as a molecular Trojan horse 
for delivery of a bacterial enzymatic reporter, -galactosidase, across the bbb 
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[198].  This protein-based system requires chemical conjugation of the enzyme to 
the antibody, which except in instances where the antibody used for CNS 
targeting is fully humanized, immune responses to the antibody moiety itself may 
be observed with repeated injections of the protein-enzyme complex that would 
be required to maintain sufficient CNS enzyme levels for curative intent. 
Therefore, we sought to determine whether a DNA-based approach using a 
transferrin-IDUA fusion gene would be capable of delivering functional IDUA 
enzyme to the CNS.  We demonstrate a strategy which utilizes the liver as a 
depot organ for continuous production of a transferrin-IDUA fusion protein that 
can gain access to the CNS of adult MPS I mice. 
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Results: 
Plasmid Design, Fusion Gene Activity, Cellular Localization and Uptake In 
Vitro.  A CMV promoter regulated plasmid was generated where full-length 
murine transferrin cDNA was fused to the human IDUA cDNA devoid of its signal 
sequence. A six amino acid linker was used as a spacer between the two genes 
to provide separation, facilitating the proper folding of each protein. The design of 
the plasmid, termed Tf-ID, is shown in Fig. 1a.  A full-length human IDUA cDNA 
(termed Mono-ID) under the control of the CMV promoter was generated for 
comparison (Fig. 1a). Equimolar DNA amounts of the Tf-ID or Mono-ID plasmids 
were transfected into NIH-3T3 cells and each showed specificity toward an 
artificial substrate (Fig. 1b). The Mono-ID transfected cells showed high activity 
levels in the cellular lysate with Tf-ID showing less intracellular enzyme.    

The normal cellular location of IDUA is the lysosome; the organelle which 
accumulates partially degraded GAGs in the mucopolysaccharidoses.  To insure 
that the fusion protein was localized to the lysosome we generated a plasmid in 
which the DsRed monomer was fused to Tf-ID (Fig. 1a) that was transfected into 
CHO cells (Fig. 1c).  Subsequently, a lysosomal tracking dye was added (Fig. 1d) 
and we observed co-localization of the two signals (Fig. 1e).  

To determine whether the inclusion of the transferrin moiety resulted in 
TfR mediated uptake, equal enzymatic activity amounts of recombinant Tf-ID, or 
IDUA were incubated with 3T3 cells in the presence or absence of free 
transferrin (fTf) or free mannose 6-phosphate (M6P).  The uptake of rTf-ID was 
completely inhibited by fTf and partially inhibited by M6P (Fig. 2a). In contrast, 
rhIDUA uptake was inhibited completely by free M6P but was not inhibited by 
addition of fTf (Fig. 2a).  

To determine whether generating the fusion protein had an effect on IDUA 
enzymatic activity we compared Mono-ID protein and Tf-ID protein at a 1:1 ratio.  
These results showed a slight decrease in enzymatic activity of the fusion protein 
compared to the native enzyme (Fig. 2b).  To determine whether the specificity 
for the TfR was altered in the Tf-ID fusion we compared its ability to inhibit uptake 
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of a transferrin-FITC molecule to that of native transferrin.  On a molar basis 
native transferrin protein and Tf-ID fusion protein showed near similar abilities to 
inhibit uptake of Tf-FITC into 3T3 cells (Fig. 2c). Taken together, the results from 
figures 1 and 2 show that Tf-ID: retains enzymatic activity, maintains specificity 
for and is taken up by the TfR, (and to a lesser extent via the M6PR), and 
importantly is routed to the lysosome. 
Fusion Gene Activity and Uptake In Vivo.  We previously reported that human 
IDUA protein could be detected in serum after the hydrodynamic delivery of an 
IDUA containing plasmid in mice [158]. To characterize Tf-ID in vivo, NOD-SCID 
mice were injected with Tf-ID plasmid DNA via hydrodynamic tail vein injection 
[178].  At 48 hours serum was harvested and western blotting performed using 
an anti-transferrin antibody or anti-human IDUA antibody that can detect human 
but not murine IDUA protein.  Full-length Tf-ID (~150kD) was detectable using 
both antibodies (Fig. 3a).  We next compared plasmids bearing Tf-ID, Mono-ID, 
or a version of the fusion gene, which lacked the transferrin signal sequence 
(deltaSS Tf-ID; Fig. 1a).   A significant increase in IDUA enzyme activity was 
seen in the serum of Tf-ID treated animals compared to Mono-ID and deltaSS Tf-
ID animals (Fig 3b). Importantly, IDUA activity in the brain was also significantly 
increased in mice given Tf-ID vs. Mono-ID injected mice (Fig. 3b).  Removal of 
the signal sequence (deltaSS Tf-ID  treated animals) resulted in a near complete 
absence of enzyme in the serum and brain.  These results show that the Tf-ID 
signal sequence is required for efficient secretion and activity of the full-length 
fusion protein, which was detectable in the lysates of brain tissue. 

In addition to bona fide TfR-mediated uptake of Tf-ID, we considered the 
possibility that brain enzyme activity was due to local enzyme production from 
plasmid DNA present in the brain as a result of intravenous injection, or was due 
to the higher levels of serum enzyme achieved in Tf-ID mice.   This scenario was 
considered based on observations that administration of extremely high levels of 
recombinant enzyme has been associated with CNS delivery in MPS VII mice 
[114]. To determine whether the former had occurred we assessed the bio-
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distribution of plasmid DNA following hydrodynamic delivery by utilizing a vector 
that expressed a non-secreted protein, firefly luciferase, that was injected at 5-
fold (250 µg) the concentration of the Tf-ID plasmid. In Vivo Bioluminescent 
Xenogen Imaging performed 48 hours after injection showed luciferase 
expression localized to the liver (Fig. 4a).  Harvest of individual organs followed 
by in vitro luciferase assays showed that ~99 % of the luciferase activity was 
confined to the liver and no detectable luciferase activity was present in the brain 
(Fig. 4b).  From these data, we conclude that plasmid DNA following 
hydrodynamic tail vein injection is restricted to non-CNS tissues and therefore 
brain IDUA enzyme activity in Tf-ID injected mice is not due to local Tf-ID plasmid 
within the brain.  

To determine if the enzyme detected in the brain lysates of Fig. 3 was due 
to enzyme present in the serum acting as a contaminant or whether high enzyme 
levels alone were sufficient to allow for entry into the CNS we employed the brain 
capillary depletion method which removes the capillaries of the brain leaving only 
parenchymal tissue [199].  Our initial tests using this method in mice treated with 
equimolar amounts of Tf-ID or Mono-ID revealed IDUA presence in the brains of 
only Tf-ID treated mice (data not shown).  However, the disparity in the serum 
levels between the Tf-ID vs. Mono-ID treated mice was the same as in Fig. 3b.   
Therefore, we varied the doses of plasmid given in an attempt to achieve equal 
serum levels of each enzyme.  However, even injecting 25 times less Tf-ID than 
Mono-ID still resulted in serum enzyme levels in Tf-ID treated animals that were 
nearly 2-fold higher than for Mono-ID treated animals (not shown). In order to 
create a scenario where serum IDUA levels were similar between treatment 
groups we injected a large bolus of recombinant IDUA (Aldurazyme) at a dose 
equivalent to 10 times the amount given to human patients [200] and performed 
the brain capillary depletion method one hour after injection. Aldurazyme 
injection resulted in statistically higher serum levels of non-fusion protein 
compared to low-dose Tf-ID treated animals (Fig. 4c).  However, brain enzyme 
levels were statistically significantly higher in Tf-ID animals showing that high 
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levels of enzyme present in the lumen of vessels can be removed and does not 
‘contaminate’ the brain parenchymal fraction. These studies served to validate 
the brain capillary depletion assay and indicated that Tf-ID was present in the 
brain parenchyma.  However, these results did not indicate whether Tf-ID was 
present in the brain due to transcytosis of the bbb mediated by the TfR or was 
simply due to non-specific entrance into the CNS as a result of high serum 
enzyme levels. Therefore, to elucidate the mechanism of CNS uptake in vivo Tf-
ID plasmid alone or along with supplemental free Tf protein to block endogenous 
TfR was administered to NOD-SCID mice.    The higher brain IDUA enzyme 
levels in Tf-ID plasmid injected mice were reduced to the levels seen in non-
injected controls by prior TfR blockade (Fig. 4d).  Importantly, serum IDUA levels 
in animals receiving Tf-ID alone or in conjunction with free Tf did not differ (Fig. 
4e).    Taken together our results show higher levels of brain IDUA in Tf-ID 
compared to Mono-ID treated mice and provide strong evidence that Tf-ID 
protein in the brain is due to TfR-mediated uptake of enzyme from non-CNS 
organs (primarily from the liver). 
Tf-ID Bio-distribution, Immunofluorescence, and Pathology in MPS I Mice.  
Studies in NOD-SCID mice demonstrated Tf-ID and Mono-ID in the serum and 
only Tf-ID in brain lysates. However, these recipients lack glycosaminoglycan 
accumulation, the substrate targeted by this approach.  Because organomegaly 
due to glycosaminoglycan accumulation may influence IDUA bio-distribution 
studies were performed in adult MPS I mice that were injected with equimolar 
amounts of Tf-ID or Mono-ID plasmid. Enzyme levels were quantified in non-CNS 
and CNS tissues 48 hours later.  As our previous data showed, Tf-ID exhibited 
high levels of extracellular enzyme (i.e. serum), while Mono-ID showed high 
levels in the tissue of protein production (liver). In addition to the brain the Tf-ID 
enzyme also was more effective than Mono-ID at reaching the gastrointestinal 
tract, kidney, and lung as well as the treatment refractory tissues of the heart and 
brain (Fig. 5a).  
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 In order to ascertain which cells in the CNS acquired the Tf-ID protein we 
performed immunofluorescence microscopy on brain sections of Tf-ID or Mono-
ID plasmid injected mice.  Figure 5b shows the cerebellum of an untreated MPS I 
mouse.  Tf-ID treated animals showed no staining when sections were incubated 
with rabbit pre-immune sera (Fig. 5c). Incubation of Mono-ID treated animals 
(Fig. 5d) with an anti-human IDUA antibody revealed no staining while in Tf-ID 
animals cytoplasmic staining of Purkinje cells was evident (Fig.  5e).   
 To assess the ability of Tf-ID to ameliorate GAG pathology adult MPS I 
animals were treated with a single, equimolar dose of either Mono-ID or Tf-ID 
and sacrificed three weeks later.  Visceral tissues and brain were harvested and 
stained with Alcian blue, which stains glycosaminoglycans. Both Mono-ID and Tf-
ID resulted in GAG reduction in visceral tissues (not shown).  In the choroid 
plexus and meninges of Mono-ID treated and IDUA knockout animals GAG 
accumulation was prevalent, while Tf-ID treated animals showed reduction to 
near normal levels (not shown). H&E staining of the cerebellum showed 
vacuolation of all the Purkinje cells in untreated knockout animals or those 
receiving Mono-ID (Fig. 6a and b).  Conversely, Tf-ID treated animals showed 
clearance of some of the Purkinje cells (Fig. 6c).  Based on the detection of Tf-ID 
in the Purkinje cells by immunofluorescence and the observation of reduced 
vacuolation in these cells we performed quantitative GAG analysis in the 
cerebellums of untreated, and Mono-ID or Tf-ID treated mice.  We observed a 
significant reduction of cerebellar GAGs in Tf-ID but not Mono-ID treated mice 
(Fig. 6d).  These data indicate the potential of the Tf-ID fusion protein to reduce 
GAG accumulation from visceral tissues as well the cerebellum. 
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Discussion:  
 In this report, a fusion gene comprised of transferrin and human IDUA with 
an intervening six amino acid linker was engineered. The N-terminal transferrin 
motif maintained preferential specificity for the TfR and the C-terminal IDUA 
maintained enzymatic activity and substrate specificity.  The fusion protein 
showed proper targeting to the lysosome and when delivered as plasmid DNA in 
vivo resulted in high level protein secretion into the blood. The resultant full-
length Tf-ID but not Mono-ID protein was shown to enter the cytoplasm of 
cerebellar Purkinje cells of the brain and to reduce cerebellar GAG storage in 
adult MPS I mice.  
 The bbb is comprised of brain capillary endothelial cells, which form a 
barrier via tight junctions, which excludes the vast majority of large and small 
molecules [201].  As such, studies using recombinant IDUA have shown little 
efficacy in relieving the lysosomal storage burden in the CNS. The TfR is 
expressed at the brain capillary endothelium and throughout the brain and it has 
been targeted for transport of material into the CNS. Because lysosomal 
enzymes have shown themselves capable of functioning as fusion proteins [197, 
202, 203] we hypothesized and have now shown that generation of a TfR 
targeted IDUA fusion gene results in a functional enzyme capable of TfR-
mediated uptake with the potential of reducing CNS storage material.  

CNS entry by Tf-ID occurred despite the potential for competition of the 
TfR by endogenous circulating protein. Whereas physiological levels of Tf did not 
appear to inhibit uptake of the fusion protein into the CNS, supraphysiological 
levels of Tf did prevent Tf-ID uptake indicating that a TfR mediated uptake of Tf-
ID was operative in vivo (Fig. 4).  Because the delivery of the Tf-ID encoding 
plasmid in vivo results in continuous secretion of the fusion peptide, steady state 
levels of enzyme are available to bind to the TfR even in the presence of 
endogenous Tf. Our studies extend those of Pardridge and colleagues who 
achieved TfR mediated transport across the bbb using anti-TfR antibodies linked 
to a reporter enzyme [198] and those of Bai [204] who demonstrated the 
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transport of a cytokine from the intestinal lumen into the plasma using an orally 
delivered cytokine-Tf fusion gene product.    

Tf-ID uptake was inhibited in vitro and in vivo by addition of free transferrin 
while addition of M6P resulted in only partial inhibition in vitro (Fig. 2a). Since 
residues in IDUA which become mannose 6-phosphorylated have not been 
altered in our construct, it is not surprising that Tf-IDUA remains competent for 
partial M6PR-mediated uptake suggesting that a potential dual uptake 
mechanism involving both TfR and M6PR may be operative. Consistent with our 
studies, a dual uptake mechanism has been reported for other ‘non-classically’ 
targeted lysosomal fusion proteins. Uptake of an IDUA-receptor associated 
protein fusion in GM1391 fibroblasts was partially inhibited by addition of free 
M6P and completely inhibited by addition of receptor associated protein 
respectively [202, 203].   
 We demonstrate that Tf-ID results in significantly higher serum IDUA 
levels compared to Mono-ID on an equimolar basis of injected plasmid DNA and 
that TfR dependent uptake is the primary mechanism for access of Tf-ID into the 
CNS (Fig. 4d and 4e). The specificity that Tf-ID shows for the TfR coupled with 
the superior secretion of our enzyme as a result of the transferrin secretion signal 
may maximize the potential CNS therapeutic benefit of this strategy. High serum 
levels of enzyme have been associated with the amelioration of CNS pathology 
in MPS VII mice tolerigenic to the protein as well as in immunosuppressed MPS I 
mice treated with IDUA viral vectors [114, 139].  In the latter instance, viral 
vectors may gain direct access to the CNS [205, 206] or may be carried into the 
CNS by transduced hematopoietic cells that can form microglia [207]. This 
explanation does not appear to apply to our studies as we were unable to detect 
plasmid DNA in the brain, at least at the level of the sensitivity of detection of 
bioluminescence from firefly luciferase activity. In the case of the former, the 
mechanism by which the enzyme accesses the brain is unknown. However, a 
recent study provides a potential explanation for this phenomenon.  Urayama et 
al., show up-regulation  of the M6PR as a result of injection of epinephrine with 
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concomitant transcytosis of  -glucuronidase across the bbb [208]. Because of 
the decline of M6PR associated with age [209] delivery of large doses of enzyme 
may be required to facilitate M6PR-mediated delivery to the brain in adult 
animals.  This same may hold true for the study conducted by Ma et al. as well 
[139].  These studies would indicate that lower enzyme levels may not have 
adequate access to the CNS due to falling below a critical threshold level or may 
result in too small of a biological effect on brain pathology to be detectable by the 
assays used.  Whether this is true for all MPS diseases in animals as well as in 
humans is unknown and warrants further investigation.  

Studies in MPS I mice revealed that the expression of IDUA (Tf-ID and 
Mono-ID) peaked at 48 hours and then was gradually extinguished over a period 
of approximately three weeks (not shown).   This has been observed by others 
who have reported immune responses to the vector/transgene in MPS I mice 
which hinders long-term expression in adult animals [131, 139, 210].   Whereas 
in MPS I mice IDUA activity following Tf-ID plasmid DNA injection was abolished 
by three weeks, enzyme activity remained slightly above endogenous levels in 
non-depleted or NK-depleted SCID mice and persisted at this level for several 
more weeks (data not shown). While the relatively higher levels of IDUA in SCID 
as compared to MPS I mice is consistent with an immune response to IDUA in 
the latter [131, 139], the decrement in IDUA enzyme activity in SCID mice is 
consistent with transient expression from episomal DNA or heterochromatin 
formation due to the plasmid backbone that results in loss of transgene 
expression [211].  Nonetheless, the short-term expression we achieved in MPS I 
mice allowed for reduction of visceral and cerebellar storage material.  GAG 
reduction in the meninges and choroid plexus as well as absence of vacuolation 
in some Purkinje cells of Tf-ID was prevalent by histological examination.  
Importantly, quantitative biochemical GAG analysis showed a decrease in 
cerebellar GAGs in Tf-ID but not Mono-ID treated mice (Fig. 6d). Our 
immunofluorescence studies and pathological findings show the ability of Tf-ID to 
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modulate the CNS pathology including the Purkinje cells which are a major site of 
storage material in MPS I mice [124, 129].  

In summary, we have shown that the in vivo hydrodynamic delivery of a 
Tf-ID plasmid resulted in liver production of a biologically active TfR targeted 
protein, which gained access to the CNS of MPS I mice. Our data compliment 
those of Spencer and Verma who demonstrated that enzyme access into the 
CNS could be achieved by delivery of a glucocerebrosidase-LDL fusion construct 
which resulted in the presence of glucocerebrosidase in most of the Purkinje 
cells in the cerebellum [197].   While our studies demonstrate the ability of this 
strategy to modulate cerebellar GAG pathology the ultimate goal will be to 
provide therapeutic benefit to all CNS areas affected by GAG accumulation.  To 
ascertain the ability of our strategy to accomplish this we have undertaken efforts 
to define the optimal gene delivery system to allow for sustained gene expression 
so that comprehensive neurological testing can be performed.  Nevertheless, our 
findings represent a potential solution to one of the key challenges for the 
treatment of lysosomal storage disease, CNS entry of systemically delivered 
enzyme. 
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Materials and Methods: 
Plasmid Construction. Murine transferrin (including signal sequence and minus 
stop codon; nucleotide 1-2091) was cloned by RT-PCR from C57BL/6 liver RNA 
and inserted into the TOPO pcDNA3.1 D expression plasmid (Invitrogen, 
Carlsbad, CA).  The forward primer was 5’-
CACCATGAGGCTCACCGTGGGTGCCCTGC-3’  and 
5’TGTACCGGTTTCTGCCTCGGCATGTTTGTGGAAAGCGCAGGCTTC-3’ as a 
reverse primer which contained an Age I restriction site in the linker region 
(underlined) which provides space between Tf and IDUA. Human IDUA (kindly 
provided by Dr. Don Kohn, Los Angeles, CA) (minus signal sequence) was fused 
in frame into the Age I and Xho I sites using 5’-
TGTACCGGTGAGGCCCCGCACCTGGTGCAGGTGG-3’ and 5’-
TGTCTCGAGTCATGGATTGCCCGGGGATGGGGGCCCTCTTG-3’.  Mono-ID 
plasmid was created by sub-cloning the full length IDUA cDNA into pcDNA3.1.  
Removal of the signal sequence of transferrin was accomplished by using  
5’-TGTAAGCTTATGGTCCCTGACAAAACGGTCAAATGG-3’ and the reverse 
primer above.  The product was digested with HindIII and EcoRI and inserted into 
the pcDNA3.1 vector to generate deltaSS Tf-ID.  For recombinant protein 
production a 6x histidine sequence termed Tf-IDUA 6xHis (polyhistidine is 
underlined in reverse primer) was incorporated into the 3’ end of IDUA by PCR 
using the Tf forward primer or a Mono-ID forward primer and the reverse 5’-
GACCGGTTCAATGGTGATGGTGATGATGTGGATTGCCCGGGGATG-3’.  The 
Tf-ID-DsRed Fusion was created by removal of the IDUA stop codon and 
addition of an Avr II site into which the DsRed Monomer was inserted (Clontech, 
Mountain View, CA) resulting in an in frame Tf-ID-DsRM construct. 
In Vitro Assay of IDUA Activity.   
IDUA activity was assessed using 4-methylumbelliferyl -L-iduronide (4-MU) as 
the substrate (NBS Biological Limited, Cortson, Bath United Kingdom) [177]. In 
triplicate, one million NIH-3T3 cells (American Type Culture Collection, 
Manassas, VA) were grown in DMEM/10% FBS) and nucleofected (Amaxa, 
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Cologne, Germany) with equimolar amounts of Tf-IDUA or IDUA alone plasmid 
(~5 µg).  Nucleofection conditions were program U-030/Buffer R.  IDUA activity 
was assessed at 48 hours in the supernatant of cultures and in cellular lysates 
prepared in Reporter Lysis Buffer (RLB; Promega, Madison, WI).  Fluorescence 
was measured at excitation 360 nm/emission 465 nm on a Chameleon plate 
reader (Bioscan, Washington DC).  Protein concentration was determined using 
the Protein Quantification Kit - Wide Range (Dojindo, Gaithersburg, MD). 
Enzyme activity is defined in units where one unit of enzyme releases 1 nmol of 
4-methylumbelliferone in one hour [134]. 
Cellular Localization.  Tf-ID-DsRM plasmid was nucleofected (Amaxa; Buffer T; 
Program U-23) into CHO-TRvB cells (a generous gift from Dr. H. Phillip Koeffler, 
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles, CA) and plated on 2 Chamber 
Polystyrene Vessel Tissue Culture Treated Glass Slides (BD Falcon, San Jose, 
CA) for 24 hours.  LysoTracker Green DND-26 (Invitrogen) was added for 30 
minutes followed by washing, acetone fixation, DAPI staining (Vector 
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and analysis on a Olympus BX 51 fluorescent 
microscope (Leeds Precision Instruments, Minneapolis, MN). 
Recombinant Tf-IDUA Isolation and Uptake Studies.   50 µg of Tf-IDUA6xHis 
was injected hydrodynamically into the lateral tail vein of NOD-SCID mice 
purchased from the Jackson Laboratories and housed at the University of 
Minnesota [178].  At 48 hours sera was collected and pooled prior to isolation 
using a HisTrap FF Crude Nickel-NTA Column (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ).  
Enzyme was eluted off the column with 250 mM imidazole in phosphate buffer.  
100,000 3T3 cells were seeded in triplicate 24 hours prior to enzyme addition.  
The day after seeding, endogenous Tf (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was 
removed by incubating in serum free media (Hamm’s F12 (Invitrogen)/0.5% 
bovine serum albumin (BSA; Sigma) twice for 1 hour each. Recombinant Tf-ID or 
recombinant human IDUA (Aldurazyme, Genzyme, Cambridge, MA) at an equal 
activity level was added to wells which contained: free mannose 6-phosphate 
(M6P;1.5mM; Sigma), free bovine holo-transferrin (fTf; 2.5 mg; Sigma), or neither 
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and incubated at 37° C for 1 hour.  Cells were washed on ice (PBS/0.2% BSA), 
trypsinized, lysed in RLB and IDUA enzyme assay was performed by overnight 
incubation at 37° C with 4-MU and normalized to prot ein.   
Fusion Protein Activity and Specificity for the TfR.  Recombinant Tf-ID was 
isolated as above.  Animals were also injected with Mono-ID6xHis so that 
comparative studies with each version of the enzyme could be performed on 
samples isolated in the same fashion.  Western blot analysis was then carried 
out by loading samples on a NuPAGE 3-8% Tris-Acetate gel, which were 
separated using the XCell SureLock Mini-Cell, and transferred to an Invitrolon 
PVDF membrane using the XCell II Blot Module (all from Invitrogen).  
Membranes were blocked in 3% milk-PBS and probed with either a polyclonal 
rabbit anti-Tf antibody (214305, Abcam, Cambridge, MA) or the BP13BL2 rabbit 
anti-human IDUA antibody (Kindly provided by Dr. Emil Kakkis, BioMarin 
Pharmaceutical, Novato, CA) at a concentration of 1:3000 overnight at 4 C.  HRP 
conjugated goat anti rabbit antibody (Abcam) was added at 1:5000 and 
enhanced chemiluminescence performed using the ECL Plus Western Blotting 
Detection System (GE Healthcare).  Densitometry was then performed using a 
FluoroChem imaging system and version 3.1 software (Alpha Innotech Corp., 
San Leandro, CA).  Enzyme activity was then determined using 4-MU as the 
substrate.  The enzyme activity of Mono-ID was designated as 100% and Tf-ID 
activity was compared to this.  For TfR affinity 3T3 were depleted of endogenous 
Tf as detailed above.  No inhibitor, or equimolar amounts of free-Tf (Sigma) or 
recombinant Tf-ID protein (determined by quantitative Western blot which was 
performed as above using known amounts of Aldurazyme as a standard) were 
incubated with the cells followed by addition of one microgram of a Tf-FITC 
conjugate (Sigma) and incubation at 4 C for 30 minutes while shaking.  Cells 
were washed three times with PBS and fluorescence was measured at excitation 
485 nm/emission 530 nm (gain=100) on a Chameleon plate reader (Bioscan, 
Washington DC).  The % uptake for cells not receiving any inhibitor was 
designated as 100% uptake.  Free-Tf and Tf-ID samples were compared to this. 
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In Vivo Studies. Wild-type Mice.  Brain and Serum Activity.  NOD-SCID mice 
were injected via hydrodynamic tail vein injection [178] with equimolar amounts 
of Tf-ID, Mono-ID, or deltaSS Tf- and brain and serum were harvested.  Brain 
was lysed in RLB and IDUA levels were determined using 4-MU (1 h incubation 
for serum and overnight for brain followed by normalization to protein). 
Serum from above mice were analyzed by Western blot as detailed above. 
Biodistribution of Plasmid DNA. 250 µg of a CMV driven firefly luciferase 
plasmid (cloned into the Invitrogen pcDNA3.1 vector from the pGL vector from 
Promega) was injected into the tail vein of NOD-SCID mice.  At 48 hours 
Xenogen imaging was performed as described [158].  The organs from each 
individual animal were then harvested, homogenized in RLB and in vitro 
luminescence performed using the Luciferase Assay System (Promega) and 
read on the Chameleon plate reader (Bioscan).  
Brain Capillary Depletion. NOD-SCID mice were treated with 115 µg of 
Aldurazyme (Genzyme) or 10 µg of Tf-ID plasmid.  One hour post Aldurazyme 
injection and 48 hours post Tf-ID injection animals were sacrificed and brain 
harvested, weighed and brain capillary depletion method was utilized as 
described [198, 199, 209].  Note the difference in the y-axis in c and d.  Due to 
the dextran used for this procedure which binds the Bradford dye we relied on 
brain weights by analytical scale to determine concentration. 
Uptake Studies.  Free transferrin was provided as bovine Tf (Sigma) via 
intraperitoneal injections (5 mg) every 12 hours for 48 hours prior to plasmid 
injection.  50 µg Tf-ID was injected into NOD-SCID animals, which then received 
i.p. injections of Tf every 12 hours for an additional 48 hours at which time the 
animals were sacrificed. Animals also received Tf-ID plasmid in the absence of 
inhibitor. 48 hours post-plasmid injection for all groups’ serum was harvested and 
the animals were sacrificed, the jugular vein was cut followed by transcardial 
perfusion with PBS. Brain lysates were prepared in RLB for IDUA activity as 
described above. 
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MPS I mice. Enzyme Biodistribution.  IDUA-/- breeder mice used to establish 
our colony were kindly provided by Dr. Lorne Clarke (University of British 
Columbia; Vancouver, Canada) [124].  Equimolar amounts of Tf-ID or Mono-ID 
plasmids were injected into C57BL/6 IDUA -/- mice and IDUA activity quantified 
at 48 hours. 
Immunofluorescence.  Untreated MPS I mice or MPS I mice treated with Mono-
ID or Tf-ID by tail vein injection were sacrificed at 48 hours, perfused with 4% 
paraformaldehyde, and embedded in OCT (Sakura Finetek, Torrance, CA).  
Sections of 4-6 microns were cut on a CM1900 Cryostat (Leica, Wetzlar, 
Germany) and fixed in acetone (Sigma).  Sections were incubated with 
Background Sniper (Biocarta, San Diego, CA) for 12 minutes, rinsed with PBS 
and stained overnight with either BP13 pre-immune rabbit sera or the BP13BL2 
anti-human IDUA antibody (BioMarin Pharmaceuticals, Novato, CA) at a 
concentration of 1:3000 at 4 C.  Slides were rinsed with PBS, stained with an 
anti-rabbit Cy3 antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA) at 1:500 
for 1 hour, stained with DAPI (Vector Laboratories), cover slipped and analyzed 
on a Olympus BX51 fluorescent microscope (Leeds Precision Instruments). 
Pathology.  IDUA mice were treated with equimolar amounts of Tf-ID or Mono-
ID and tissues were harvested 3 weeks after injection.  Brains were embedded in 
OCT and 6-micron sections were cut as described above.  Sections were stained 
with Alcian blue or hematoxylin and eosin. 
Quantitative GAG analysis. One hemisphere of the brain was utilized to 
quantitate GAGs in the cerebellum using the Blyscan GAG Assay Kit (Biolcolor 
Ltd., N. Ireland) followed by normalization to protein. 
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Figure 1: Plasmid constructs cellular localization and activity.  (a)  Top to 
bottom: CMV promoter driven murine transferrin fused to human IDUA (Tf-ID) 
with a 6 amino acid linker (triangle); full-length human IDUA (Mono-ID); Tf-ID 
fused to the DsRed monomer red fluorescent protein; Tf-ID devoid of transferrin 
signal sequence. Plasmid activity in vitro. (b) NIH-3T3 cells were nucleofected 
with Tf-ID or Mono-ID. IDUA activity was quantified in the cultured supernatant 
(U/mL) and cellular lysates (U/mg of total protein). Cellular localization. CHO 
Cells were transfected with Tf-ID fused to DsRed monomer (c) then LysoTracker 
Green (d) was added. (e) merged image of (c) and (d). N=cell nucleus. Scale 
bar=10 µm. Mean plus SEM of triplicate samples are shown.    
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Figure 2:  Fusion protein uptake, activity, and specificity for the transferrin 
receptor. (a) Fusion protein uptake.  NIH-3T3 cells were incubated with 
recombinant Tf-ID or recombinant-IDUA (Aldurazyme) in the presence or 
absence of free transferrin (Tf) or free mannose 6-phosphate (M6P).  IDUA 
activity was quantified in cellular lysates.  Basal refers to baseline 3T3 IDUA 
activity. p=.05 (b)  Enzyme activity.  Equimolar amounts of recombinant Tf-IDUA 
and Mono-ID were assessed for enzymatic activity.  Mono-ID was designated 
100% activity and Tf-ID was compared to this value. (c)  Specificity for the 
transferrin receptor.  3T3 cells were incubated with transferrin conjugated to FITC 
in the absence of any inhibitor or with equimolar amounts of free transferrin or 
recombinant Tf-ID. Tf-FITC in the absence of any inhibitor was designated as 
100% uptake.  Tf-FITC uptake in the presence of free Tf or Tf-ID were compared 
to this value.  Mean values + SEM of triplicate samples are shown.  
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Figure 3:  In vivo study of Tf-ID fusion gene activity.   
(a) Fusion protein Western blot.  Serum from Tf-ID treated mice was used in a 
Western blot and probed with anti-transferrin (-Tf) or anti-human IDUA 
antibodies -hIDUA; endogenous serum transferrin band is not shown).  (b) Tf-ID 
enzyme levels in the serum and brain were assessed following hydrodynamic tail 
vein injection of equimolar amounts of Tf-ID. Mono-ID, or deltaSS Tf-ID plasmid 
in NOD-SCID mice (n=5 for Tf-ID and Mono-ID and n=3 for deltaSS Tf-ID). Mean 
values + SEM are shown.  Student’s t test (at 48 hours) * p=.02 Tf-ID vs. Mono-
ID brain. 
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Figure 4:  Plasmid biodistribution, Brain capillary depletion, in vivo TfR 
blockade.  (a) Two animals were injected with 250 µg of a luciferase plasmid 
and a representative bioluminescent image demonstrating gene expression in 
the liver is shown. (b) Organs from each animal were harvested and the 
luminescence values from each organ were determined.  Percentage of organ 
luminescence was determined by dividing each individual organ value by the 
total luminescence from all organs.  ND= no luciferase detected. (c)  Three 
animals were injected with 115 µg of Aldurazyme or Tf-ID (n=4) followed by 
serum and brain capillary depletion for IDUA enzyme activity. Mean values + 
SEM are shown.  Student’s t test * p=<.05 for Aldurazyme vs. Tf-ID serum and 
Tf-ID vs. Aldurazyme for brain. (d) Tf-ID plasmid in the absence (n=8) or 
presence (n=7) of exogenous Tf was injected into NOD-SCID mice and brain 
IDUA activity quantified at 48 hours.  For comparison untreated controls (n=4) 
are shown. (e) Serum IDUA levels from animals treated in (d).  Mean values + 
SEM for each group are shown.  Student’s t test* p=<.01. 
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Figure 5: In vivo biodistribution in MPS I mice and tissue staining. (a) In 
vivo biodistribution of Tf-ID and Mono-ID in MPS I mice. Equimolar amounts 
of Tf-IDUA or Mono-ID plasmid were injected into MPS I mice and tissues were 
harvested after 48 hours.  IDUA levels were assessed in each tissue: four 
animals for Tf-ID; and three animals for Mono-ID treated animals. Mean values + 
SEM for each group are shown.   Student’s t test (at 48 hours) ** p=<.01, *p=<05.  
Tissue staining.  MPS I (IDUA-/-) mice (n=2 each) were treated with Tf-ID or 
Mono-ID plasmid and immunofluorescence performed after 48 hours. (b) 
untreated animal, low magnification image of cerebellum.  Scale bar is 100 µm.  
Square is the region shown in subsequent higher magnification images. (c) Tf-
IDUA treated animal stained with pre-immune rabbit serum showing no 
background staining (20x magnification.  Scale bar is 50 µm). (d) Mono-IDUA 
treated animal stained with BP13BL2 anti-IDUA antibody showing no staining 
(40x). (e) BP13BL2 antibody staining of Tf-IDUA treated animals.  White arrows 
show staining of the Purkinje cells in the cerebellum (40x magnification; scale bar 
is 10 µm). 
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Figure 6: Reduction of CNS Pathology in MPS I Mice. Tf-ID or Mono-ID 
plasmid was given to adult MPS I animals followed by sacrifice three weeks later. 
(a) H&E of Purkinje cell layer of untreated IDUA-/- and (b) Mono-IDUA treated 
mice.  Black arrows show Purkinje cells.  Red arrows show cytoplasmic vacuoles 
(c) Tf-ID treated mouse with clearance of some Purkinje cells (black arrows). 
Decreased but still vacuolated cells remained (red arrows). Scale bar is 10 µm. 
(d) Quantitative GAG analysis of cerebellum of IDUA -/-, Mono-ID and Tf-ID 
treated mice (n=3 each group). Student’s t test* p=<.02 
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Chapter IV:  Long Term IDUA Gene Therapy 
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Abstract: 
A major obstacle to the field of gene therapy has been the development of 
nonviral vectors capable of mediating long-term expression of a therapeutic 
transgene.  Factors that limit the length of gene expression include the potential 
immunogenicity of the protein as well as silencing of the expression cassette.  
The transcriptional silencing of plasmids has been linked to the presence of the 
backbone elements that are required for bacterial propagation but in mammals 
are targeted for heterochromatin deposition resulting in silencing.  To produce a 
vector that is resistant to transcriptional repression we utilized the phage C31 
integrate-mediated intramolecular recombination technology to generate 
minicircle (MC) vectors that lack bacterial backbone DNA sequences.  We 
generated MC vectors bearing the IDUA gene (Mono-ID) and a transferrin-IDUA 
fusion (Tf-ID) protein and compared them to the non-MC version of each and to 
each other in mice.  The inclusion of the bacterial sequences in resulted in rapid 
loss of gene expression using both versions of IDUA.  In contrast, the use of the 
MC system resulted in longer-term expression.  For Tf-ID this expression has 
persisted for >100 days while the MC Mono-IDUA lost expression at 
approximately one month.  This loss correlated with the presence of anti-IDUA 
antibodies a finding not seen in Tf-ID treated animals.  These findings are 
consistent with the notion that the presence of bacterial DNA results in plasmid 
silencing in vivo.  Removing these sequences with this recombinase system 
allows for longer-term expression however, in the case of Mono-ID, the 
immunogenicity of the protein is also an important determinant for achieving 
long-term gene expression.  Overall, our data show the ability of MC to mediate 
stable, long-term expression of Tf-ID and has great potential for the treatment of 
Mucopolysaccharidosis Type I. 
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Introduction: 
The vector possibilities available to gene therapists are numerous.  The 

factors when choosing the appropriate delivery vehicle include efficacy, ease of 
use/production, safety, cargo capacity, and ability to achieve long term, 
therapeutic levels of transgene expression.   

Plasmid vectors are desirable due to their ease of production, less size 
restricted cargo capacity compared to viral vectors, and the fact that they can be 
maintained as an episome that reduces the likelihood of a deleterious insertional 
event.  Delivery of plasmid DNA typically results in a burst of expression that is 
then rapidly lost [212-216].  Potential explanations for this expression profile 
include loss of vector DNA through degradation or through immune-based 
destruction of the cells expressing an immunogenic foreign transgene.  
Cooperating in this may be the immunostimulatory motifs (hypomethylated CpG) 
that are part of the bacterial backbone necessary for maintenance and 
propagation of the plasmid in bacteria but in mammals elicit an innate immune 
response [217, 218].  However, a prevailing hypothesis in the field suggests that 
gene silencing contributes significantly to the rapid diminishment of genes 
expressed by plasmids.  This hypothesis is based on the observation that short- 
term gene expression does not always coincide with a reduction in levels of 
vector DNA [148, 219-222].   
 Mammalian genomic DNA is closely associated with proteins that form 
chromatin, the state of which dramatically influences gene expression.  Gene 
silencing in mammals is typically the result of a closed heterochromatin profile 
that is inaccessible to transcription factors and is associated with methylated, 
hypoacetylated histones [223-227].  Conversely, transcriptionally active regions 
are associated with an open, euchromatin conformation that is associated with 
acetylated histones [223, 224].  While this chromatin profile is well established in 
terms of genomic DNA, recent studies show that these chromatin profiles also 
extend to exogenous episomal (e.g. plasmid) DNA and have consequences for 
plasmid-based delivery and expression [211, 228].  Riu et al showed that 
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persistence/silencing of plasmid-based gene expression is the result of specific 
histone modifications [228].  Injection of a plasmid bearing an expression 
cassette and the bacterial backbone results in a heterochromatin deposition 
pattern associated with transcriptional silencing [228].  This pattern is defined as 
methylation of lysine 9 and 20 on histones 3 and 4, respectively and the 
association of the H3K9 methylase SUV39H1 and histone deacetylase 2 with the 
promoter and cDNA of the plasmid [224, 228]. Conversely, when the bacterial 
backbone sequences have been removed the chromatin pattern is one 
associated with a transcriptionally active profile.  Namely, the methylation of 
lysine 4 and 79 on histones 3 and 4, acetylation of lysine 9 on histone 3 and 
phosphorylation of serine 10 on histone 3 all of which are linked to euchromatin 
domains [224, 228].  These studies show that the bacterial backbone is a target 
for heterochromatin formation with gene silencing the consequence of this 
chromatin deposition.   

As stated previously, the hypomethylated CpG motifs present in the 
bacterial backbone have long been thought to contribute to loss of transgene 
expression either by their proinflammatory properties or as targets for the 
formation of repressive heterochromatin [221, 222, 229-231].  Based upon these 
data, could be predicted that removal of the CpGs from a vector would enhance 
transgene expression.  Chen et al tested this by constructing vectors devoid of 
CpG sequences and injecting them in vivo where expression was largely 
localized to the liver [211].  These plasmids showed a rapid decline in transgene 
expression over the first 4 weeks and at the end of the 90 day experiment the 
CpG-free plasmids had expression levels ranging between 4 and 6 fold above 
plasmids which had CpG dinucleotides [211].  These results suggest that any 
pro-expression effect of a CpG-free plasmid was minimal compared to CpG 
containing plasmids and that plasmid silencing is independent of CpG content 
[211].  Based on these results these investigators propose that because the 
bacterial backbone (regardless of CpG presence or absence) lacks any 
sequence with promoter or transcription factor binding properties, it becomes a 
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target for heterochromatin formation and this silencing complex spreads across 
the plasmid resulting in extinguishing of transgene expression [211].  Therefore, 
removal of the portion of the plasmid prone to heterochromatin formation should 
result in an autonomous expression cassette that is resistant to silencing.  
Methods to achieve this have included attempts to minimize the presence of the 
bacterial components of the vector [215, 222].  While some success has been 
achieved, even small amounts of non-coding DNA (i.e. bacterial backbone) can 
induce silencing.  Therefore, Chen and Kay [220] devised a method where 
bacterial sequences are removed via a recombination event that occurs within 
the bacteria during plasmid propagation leaving a small expression cassette 
bearing only the promoter, cDNA, and polyadenylation signal of choice which can 
be easily purified with high yields [232].  This minicircle (MC) is resistant to 
heterochromatin formation and results in high level, persistent, and episomal-
based transgene expression in vivo [220, 233].  We adopted this system and 
constructed an expression cassette bearing either Tf-ID or Mono-ID under the 
control of a liver specific promoter for use in vivo.   
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Results: 
Loss of transgene expression in vivo is independent of the immune 

system.  Our initial studies showed only short term expression of Tf-ID was 
achievable in MPS I mice [183].  This was suggestive of an immune-based event 
resulting in elimination of the protein/cells expressing the transgene.  Therefore, 
in the absence of immune cells sustained transgene expression should be 
achievable.  To determine this we injected CMV promoter driven Tf-ID into NOD-
SCID mice that had been depleted of natural killer (NK) cells or un-manipulated 
NOD-SCID and compared them to similarly treated MPS I mice.  The expression 
profile, defined by a rapid burst of expression followed by gradual silencing over 
three weeks, was the same in all three groups of animals (Fig 1a-c).  These 
results are consistent with the hypothesis that the presence of bacterial 
sequences results in transgene silencing and that the immune system may not 
be exclusively responsible for the observed pattern of expression.   
Minicircle production and expression in immune deficient mice in vivo.  We 
then utilized the MC system developed by Chen to produce a liver specific 
expression cassette comprised of the apolipoprotein E hepatic locus control 
region and human A1AT promoter driving expression of Tf or Mono-ID with the 
bovine growth hormone polyadenylation signal (Fig 2a) [232].  This vector also 
contains attB and attP sites of 34 and 39 bp, respectively that flank the 
mammalian expression cassette and are the recognition sites for the phiC31 
recombinase which is present in two copies (Fig 2a).  The recombinase genes 
are under the control of the arabinose inducible BAD promoter and when induced 
mediate a recombination event resulting in the generation of two products: (i) the 
mammalian expression cassette and (ii) the bacterial backbone.  The bacterial 
backbone is then linearized by SceI that makes it subject to intracellular 
exonucleolytic degradation leaving the expression cassette devoid of bacterial 
sequences as the major product that can then be purified by standard plasmid 
isolation (Fig 2b).  Injection of the full length plasmid (i.e. containing all of the 
bacterial sequences) of Mono- or Tf-ID into mice showed a rapid burst followed 
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by extinguishing of transgene expression as observed in figure 1 (Fig 2c).  
Injection of the MC version into SCID mice, however showed a gradual increase 
in expression that peaked approximately 7 days post injection and then persisted 
at a high level over the course of the study (21 days)(Fig 2c).  These results 
show the ability of the MC-based expression system to allow for sustained 
transgene expression in the absence of an immune system. 
Minicircle expression in immune competent mice in vivo.  The studies in 
SCID mice showed that the MC plasmid is resistant to chromatin-based silencing 
in vivo.  In order to assess the ability of this system to mediate stable expression 
of the potentially immunogenic Tf-ID fusion protein and/or the Mono-ID which 
both utilize the human IDUA gene we injected immune competent C57Bl/6 mice.  
MC Tf-ID showed a peak expression at 24 hours post injection and a decrease at 
7 days that then persisted at this level for greater than 120 days (Fig 3a).  The 
MC Mono-ID showed similar initial kinetics albeit at a lower overall level, however 
transgene expression was terminated by approximately 35 days (Fig 3b).  This 
suggested a potential immune response against the Mono-ID but not the Tf-ID 
protein. 
IDUA immune response.  To assess the nature of the immune response to 
IDUA we tested MC Tf-ID or MC Mono-ID treated animals for the presence of 
anti-IDUA antibodies.  In the MC Tf-ID mice that achieved persistent expression 
we detected little if any antibody directed against the IDUA moiety of the protein 
(Fig 3c).  In contrast, the MC Mono-ID animals showed increasing antibody levels 
that correlated with a decrease in enzyme activity (Fig 3b and 3d).  These results 
suggest that the Mono-ID protein may be more immunogenic than the Tf-ID 
protein.  In ongoing studies, we have begun efforts to better define this immune-
based response.  As detailed in Chapter I Figure 2 the possible outcomes of 
antibody generation that could influence enzymatic activity include antibody 
binding to the active site of the enzyme which inactivates the enzyme as well as 
antibody-enzyme interactions which change the conformation of the enzyme 
resulting in loss of catalytic activity [120].  To determine if the antibodies were 
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neutralizing we incubated sera obtained from control (untreated C57Bl/6) or MC 
Mono-ID treated mice with rIDUA and tested enzymatic activity.  Recombinant 
IDUA in the absence of any sera showed a specific activity of 100%.  Incubation 
of rIDUA with unmanipulated control C57Bl/6 mouse serum showed a specific 
activity of 68% and pooled sera from Mono-ID treated animals that had positive 
antibody titers showed a specific activity of approximately 69%.  The fact that 
there was virtually identical enzymatic activity of rIDUA when incubated with 
serum absent of or containing antibodies indicates that the antibodies are non-
neutralizing. Because this scenario (Chapter I, Fig 2) is in the context of injected 
recombinant enzyme and therefore may not be representative of a gene-based 
approach we considered that there may be a cooperating cell-mediated immune 
response as well.  Because this would be characterized by destruction of the 
cells harboring the vector we undertook preliminary studies to detect the 
presence of vector produced mRNA in cells of the liver.   RNA from each lobe of 
the liver of mice that had detectable enzyme in the serum at the time of sacrifice 
and RNA from MC Mono-ID treated animals was analyzed by TaqMan® Gene 
Expression Assay for human IDUA mRNA.    We were able to detect human 
IDUA mRNA in the positive control animal (MC Mono-ID treated SCID mouse, 
Fig 4a) however; a C57Bl/6 mouse that showed antibody production did not have 
detectable IDUA mRNA (Fig. 4b).  These data suggest that the loss of enzyme 
correlates to the generation of anti-IDUA antibodies and potential loss of vector 
genomes.   

Certain viral vectors show an inability to mediate stable expression over a 
long period of time [234]  which could potentially explain our lack of detection of 
mRNA.  However, human promoters appear to be resistant to this phenomenon 
that is supported by our data where Tf-ID under the control of the A1AT promoter 
is expressed long term.  Therefore, our data are suggestive of a loss of 
expression due to a cell-based immune response rather than transcriptional 
silencing of the expression vector.  Taken together these results suggest that Tf-
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ID is resistant to an immune response while the Mono-ID results in both cell and 
humoral-based immune responses. 
MPS I animal studies.  Because Tf-ID appears to be resistant to the immune 
system we initiated studies in MPS I mice.  MC Tf-ID injected animals showed a 
slight decrease of enzyme activity at 7 days compared to 24 hours and then 
persistence at this level for greater than one month (Fig 5).  These studies are 
ongoing and compared to the CMV driven Tf-ID from Fig 1 which is overlaid in 
Fig 4 it can be seen that the MC system allows for superior expression. 
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Discussion: 
 The liver is a target site for gene delivery due to its large size and ability to 
synthesize and secrete high levels of protein and is also easily accessible for 
gene transfer in the mouse by hydrodynamic injection of DNA, a procedure that 
is becoming applicable in larger animal models [235].  Moreover, because 
hepatocytes are terminally differentiated, long lived cells with a low turnover rate 
they are well suited for non-integrating vectors that are maintained as a stable 
episome [236].  A major limitation to this approach has been achieving sustained 
transgene expression due to transcriptional silencing of the plasmid expression 
cassette.  This barrier was encountered in our studies in both immune competent 
and immunodeficient mice (Chapter III and Fig 1) and compelled us to define the 
optimal delivery vehicle that maximized safety and efficacy. Groundbreaking 
work to show that the non-coding sequences common to the bacterial backbone 
of plasmids and the generation of the MC system that is resistant to silencing 
provided us a means to deliver therapeutic genes to the liver.   
 Therefore, to generate a mammalian expression cassette that is resistant 
to chromatin silencing whose expression is restricted to hepatic parenchymal 
cells we cloned both the native (i.e. Mono) IDUA and the Tf-IDUA into the MC 
vector (Fig 2a).  This plasmid contains the human apolipoprotein E hepatic locus 
control region and the human alpha-1-antitrypsin promoter with the bovine 
growth hormone polyadenylation signal (Fig 2a).  Induction of the recombination 
event leads to a bacterial backbone circular DNA that is subsequently linearized 
and degraded and a small expression cassette that is purified by standard DNA 
procedures (Figs 2a and b) [220, 232]. 

Injection of the full length (i.e. containing the bacterial elements) resulted 
in rapid silencing in of both Tf-ID and Mono-ID in vivo while injection of the MC 
version of either construct resulted in stable, long term expression in immune 
deficient mice (Fig 2c).  Comparative studies in immune competent C57Bl/6 mice 
showed a differential expression profile between the Tf- and Mono-ID products.  
Tf-ID treatment resulted in persistent transgene expression for greater than 100 
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days (Fig 3a) while gene transfer with MC-Mono ID showed an abrupt loss of 
transgene expression at approximately one-month post injection (Fig 3b).  This 
loss of enzymatic activity correlated with an increase in the amount of anti-IDUA 
IgG antibodies that were present in the serum (Fig 3d) and a decrease in vector 
genomes as assessed by qRT-PCR (Fig 4).  The antibodies were determined to 
be non-neutralizing in terms of enzymatic activity and is consistent with human 
patients treated with IDUA enzyme [111].  In contrast, in MC Tf-ID treated 
animals there was no appreciable detection of antibody (Fig 3c).  These data 
suggest that both the cellular and humoral arms of the immune response have 
become activated in response to Mono- but not Tf-ID.  These findings raise two 
critical questions: (i) what is the source of ‘signal 0’ following delivery of MC 
vectors? (ii) Why is Mono-ID subject to immune-based clearance while Tf-ID is 
not?   

In addressing the first question, recall the Matzinger theory of immunology 
that states that danger signals (signal 0) arise not necessarily due to the 
presence of a foreign gene but potentially due to the vector system itself namely 
the presence of hypomethylated CpGs that are proinflammatory.  The MC 
system is devoid of hypomethylated CpG motifs and in addition, the use of the 
sApoE.hAAT promoter should restrict expression to the hepatocytes of the liver 
and prevent expression in professional APCs which can result in antigen 
presentation and initiation of an immune response [141].  Therefore, the MC 
system should not only prevent silencing due to repressive chromatin formation 
but should also mitigate any immune activation in response to transgene 
delivery.  Despite this, it appears that signal 0 induction occurs in C57Bl/6 mice.  
This becomes evident by comparing SCID mice and C57Bl/6 mice expression 
profiles (Figs 2c and 3a, b).  Based on the C57Bl/6 mice alone one could suggest 
that the hydrodynamic tail vein injection procedure that involves the injection of a 
large bolus of fluid (2 mL) in a short amount of time (<10 seconds) can result in 
hepatic injury.  Indeed, this procedure has been associated with liver damage 
including fragmentation of the actin cytoskeleton, fragmenting of the nucleus, and 
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cell swelling and apoptosis [237, 238]. As such, loss of the cells containing the 
episomal vector could explain the peak expression seen at 24 hours and the 
slight decrement noted at one week (Figs 3 a and b).  However, the SCID studies 
do not support this notion.  The expression profile in SCID animals shows no 
decrease from 1-7 days; instead peak gene expression is seen at 7 days and 
persists at this high level long term (Fig 2c).  Therefore, if cellular damage alone 
were the cause of this decrease in expression it would manifest in SCID animals 
as well.  We propose that the hydrodynamic injection procedure is an inducer of 
signal 0 and that the rapid onset of gene expression of the immunogenic human 
IDUA protein provides signal 1 in a cooperating fashion to initiate the immune 
response. 

In addition to the morphological damage observed following hydrodynamic 
injection there is also a transient increase of the transaminases aspartate 
aminotransferase (AST) and alanine aminotransferase (ALT) which are further 
indicators of liver damage in response to injection of a large bolus of fluid 
containing DNA [239].  The result of this damage is a localized pro-inflammatory 
environment [240]. 

  The expression kinetics of plasmid DNA-based vectors likely also plays a 
role in the induction of an immune response.  Following hydrodynamic injection 
we first assessed gene expression the day after injection and this time point, in 
C57Bl/6 mice, was the peak of gene expression.  Detailed analyses to assess 
the kinetics of plasmid DNA gene expression in the liver reveals that the gene is 
expressed in as little as 3 hours post injection [234].  This may be a contributing 
factor to an immune response as it has been suggested that a delay in gene 
expression may prevent the onset of an immune response.  Following 
transduction by AAV the single stranded DNA genome has to be converted to a 
double stranded form in order for transcription to occur; a process that requires 
time and is likely the reason for the delayed onset/peak of transgene expression 
following AAV delivery [241].  Lentiviral vectors can exhibit a similar delay in 
expression albeit the delay appears to be less (days as opposed to weeks for 
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AAV) [242, 243].  The significance of this delayed expression is that following 
localized tissue damage in response to delivery of the vector the foreign 
transgene is not expressed and therefore is not available for presentation as an 
antigen.  Because the local inflammatory response is finite the danger signal 
from vector delivery can resolve prior to transgene expression allowing for long 
term expression of the foreign gene (i.e. signal 1 in the absence of signal 0) 
[244].   

Also necessary for consideration is the immunogenicity of the transgene 
product itself, which in the context of the danger theory is the source of signal 1 
[141].   For instance, in therapies aimed at replacing the missing clotting factors 
in hemophilia, factor VIII appears to be more immunogenic than factor IX [120, 
245].  Lysosomal enzymes also appear to have non-uniform immunogenicity 
compared to one another [120].  Given that the majority (>90%) of patients that 
receive rhIDUA in the form of ERT develop antibodies it appears that IDUA is a 
potent immunogen [120]. 

We propose the following mechanism for the induction of an anti-IDUA 
immune response: the delivery of the vector by hydrodynamic tail vein injection 
results in significant, short term hepatotoxicity as evidenced by the increase of 
ALT and AST resulting in a stressed environment causing the recruitment of 
inflammatory mediators.  Within this pro-inflammatory environment the plasmid 
vector mediates a rapid onset of gene expression of the immunogenic IDUA that 
serves as an antigen for the activation of a cell and humoral-mediated immune 
response to the transgene.   

Herati et al report the ability of a retroviral vector with canine IDUA under 
the control of the human A1AT promoter to mediate persistent expression in vivo 
[140].  The delayed onset of expression in hepatocytes of this vector as opposed 
to the rapid onset of our vector along with potential antigenic differences in 
human vs. canine IDUA serve as a possible explanation for the differences in the 
results observed. 
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The potential mechanism we put forth explains the loss of Mono-IDUA 
after approximately 30 days of expression however; it does not explain why Tf-ID 
expression persists long term.  One possibility is that there is a ‘masking’ of 
immunodominant epitope(s) on IDUA by the transferrin moiety.  Epitope mapping 
of IDUA reveals antigenic motifs along the length of the protein [246] and the 
transferrin portion of the protein may shield these epitopes from becoming 
recognized by the immune system.  Alternatively, the creation of this fusion 
construct removes the signal sequence of IDUA (Chapter III) which contains an 
epitope that appears to be particularly immunogenic.  This portion of IDUA, 
(YNFTHLDGYDL), is cross reactive to an anti--glucosidase antibody [246] and 
is the first epitope to react and the last to tolerize in MPS I patients treated by 
ERT [247].  Studies in hemophilic mice also suggest that the kinetics and level of 
protein expression are of importance for establishing tolerance and therefore the 
higher enzyme levels that are achievable with the Tf-ID vector due to the 
presence of the transferrin secretion signal may result in a threshold, tolerizing 
level of IDUA [248].  Whether Tf-ID results in tolerance or ‘immune ignorance’ is 
presently unknown.  To test this we will deliver a second dose of Tf-ID plasmid to 
previously treated animals.  If a strong immune response is observed it would 
indicate that the reactive T- and B-cell pool has not been removed which would 
be indicative of immune ignorance to the first dose [249].     Efforts are underway 
to modulate specific arms of the immune system in order to maximize gene 
expression, limit depression of the entire immune system, and induce tolerance.   

In conclusion, these studies document the ability of the MC system to 
mediate sustained transgene expression of a novel fusion protein.  The Tf-ID 
fusion protein appears to be resistant to immune-based silencing while the native 
Mono-ID is subject to immune-mediated clearance. Importantly, our initial studies 
in MPS I mice show a similar expression profile to those observed in the C57Bl/6 
studies with Tf-ID (Fig 5) and long term studies to assess efficacy of Tf-ID in 
MPS I mice are underway. 
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Materials and Methods: 
CMV TF-ID in MPS and NOD-SCID mice.  Approximately one year old MPS I 
mice and 6-8 week old NOD-SCID mice +/- NK-cell depletion were injected with 
50 ug of a CMV promoter driven Tf-ID construct by hydrodynamic tail vein 
injection as described [183].  NK-cell depletion consisted of intraperitoneal 
injection of 400 ug of anti-asialo GM1 at day -7, -2, +3, +7, +14 with plasmid 
injected at day 0.  Serum IDUA was assessed after retro-orbital blood collection 
and incubation with 4-methylumbelliferyl -L-iduronide as the substrate (NBS 
Biological Limited, Cortson, Bath United Kingdom) as described previously [158, 
177].   
Minicircle vector construction, purification, and injection into immune 
deficient mice.  The MC vector, pBAD.sApoE.hAATp.hFIX, was a generous gift 
from Dr. Mark Kay (Stanford University).  The Tf-ID or Mono-ID cDNA was 
cloned into the NheI and BglII sites following PCR amplification with:  
Forward 5’-TGTGCTAGCATGAGGCTCACCGTGGGTGC-3’  
and reverse 5’-TGTAGATCTTCATGGATTGCCCGGGGATGGGGGCCCTCTTG-
3’ for Tf-ID.  For Mono-ID the same reverse primer was used along with forward  
5’-TGTGCTAGCATGCGTCCCCTGCGCCCCCGCGCCGCGCTGCTG-3’.  The 
PCR products were ligated into the vector and then transformed into MAX 
Efficiency® DH10B competent™ cells (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).  Following 
confirmation of the presence of the insert, the plasmid was transformed into 
TOP10 chemically competent cells (Invitrogen) and plasmid was isolated as a full 
length (i.e. containing the bacterial backbone sequences) or in its MC form 
following the procedure described by Chen [232] by using the PureLink™ HiPure 
Plasmid Filter Maxiprep Kit (Invitrogen).  The full length or MC version was then 
injected hydrodynamically [250] in equimolar amounts into NK, T- and B-cell 
deficient NOD-SCIDc-/- mice followed by IDUA enzyme analysis as described 
above. 
Gene transfer in immune competent mice and antibody testing.  Equimolar 
amounts of MC Tf-ID or Mono-ID were injected into C57Bl/6 or MPS I mice and 
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serum IDUA enzyme analysis was followed as described above.  IDUA antibody 
testing at the specified time points was done as described by Di Domenico [138].  
Twenty ng of recombinant IDUA (Laronidase) diluted in PBS was coated on a 
microtiter plate overnight at 4 C.  The plate was blocked with TBST-BSA (0.05% 
Tween, 1% BSA) for one hour and washed with PBST.  A 1:50 dilution (in PBS) 
of serum was added for one hour and then washed with PBST.  Goat anti-mouse 
IgG (Abcam) at a 1:200 dilution was added followed by substrate development 
using Color Reagent A (stabilized hydrogen peroxide) and Color Reagent B 
(tetramethylbenzidine) mixed together in equal volumes.  The plate was read 
using a Bio-Rad Model 550 microplate reader at 405 nm and the data was 
plotted as the optical density against the time period of serum collection (1:50 
dilution). 
Enzyme Inhibition (antibody neutralization).  Sera from control C57Bl/6 mice 
was collected and pooled as was sera from MC Mono-ID treated mice that 
showed positive antibody titers.  Ten micro liters of sera was then incubated with 
0.13 ng of rIDUA (Laronidase) for one hour at 4 C.  The IDUA enzymatic activity 
was assessed by incubation with 4-methylumbelliferyl alpha-L-iduronide for one 
hour at 37 C.  The specific activity is the relative fluorescence units generated for 
each sample with 100% being designated as the amount of fluorescence for 
IDUA incubated in PBS alone. 
Real time PCR.  Approximately 10 mg of tissue was taken from each lobe of the 
liver of MC Mono-ID treated mice.  SCID mice treated with the vector were the 
positive control and a B6 mouse was the experimental.  An unmanipulated 
C57Bl/6 mouse was the negative control.  Liver samples were homogenized in 
Trizol solution (Invitrogen) and equal amounts of total RNA were reverse 
transcribed using the SuperScriptIII kit (Invitrogen).  A TaqMan® Gene 
Expression Assay (Applied BioSystems) was performed using a human IDUA 
probe (Hs00164940_m1) and a murine GAPDH (Mm99999905_m1) 
housekeeper control.  Data was analyzed using the Applied Biosystems.  The 
gene was considered absent when the CT exceeded 35 cycles [251]. 
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Figure 1: CMV-based Tf-ID plasmid expression in MPS and NOD-SCID mice. 
Fifty micrograms of CMV Tf-ID was injected into (a) MPS I, (b) NOD-SCID plus 
NK-cell depletion, and (c) NOD-SCID minus NK-cell depletion.  Serum IDUA 
levels were then assessed weekly.  N=3 mice for MPS I and 5 for NOD-SCID.  
Mean values + SEM are shown. 
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Figure 2: MC-based expression cassette design, production, and function. 
(a) MC expression cassette and generation.  The expression cassette, comprised 
of an enhancer promoter containing the human apolipoprotein E hepatic locus 
control region and the human alpha-1-antitrypsin promoter (sApoE.HCR.hAATp) 
driving transferrin-alpha-L-iduronidase (Tf-ID) production with the bovine growth 
hormone polyadenylation signal (bpA), is flanked by the phi-C31 attachment B 
(attB) and attachment P (attP) sites.  The phiC31 recombinase gene is present in 
two copies (BAD C31x2) and it and the Isce Ig gene are under the control of the 
arabinose inducible BAD promoter.  The Sce-I homing endonuclease site is 
denoted by the cross.  Amp; ampicillin resistance gene; pUC, pUC plasmid origin 
of replication; araC, araC repressor. (b) Agarose gel electrophoresis of the 
plasmid prior to addition of arabinose and induction of recombination (Pre) and 
after recombination induction (post). (c) SCID animals that received MC Mono 
(15 ug, n=4) or MC Tf-ID (20 ug, n=2) with serum enzyme analysis.  Full length 
Mono was delivered into C57Bl/6 mice (n=4) while full length Tf-ID was delivered 
to SCID mice (n=2).  Mean values + SEM are shown. 
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Figure 3: MC Tf-ID and MC Mono-ID expression and antibody production in 
immune competent mice.  (a) C57Bl/6 mice received MC Tf-ID or (b) MC 
Mono-ID and serum IDUA enzyme analysis was performed.  X-axis is days post 
injection of plasmid.  Anti-IDUA antibody production in (c) MC Tf-ID treated or (d) 
MC Mono-ID treated mice.  N=4/group.  X-axis refers to days post injection.  
Mean values + SEM are shown.   
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Figure 4.  Quantitative Real Time PCR Analysis.  RNA from NOD-SCID liver 
from animals that showed detectable serum enzyme was compared to a C57Bl/6 
MC Mono-ID treated animal that had lost transgene expression using the 
TaqMan® Gene Expression Assay for human IDUA mRNA.  (a) shows the 
presence of human IDUA mRNA in SCID but not a C57Bl/6 mouse (b).  The 
cutoff for gene expression was 35 cycles [251]. 
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Figure 5: CMV Tf-ID versus MC Tf-ID in MPS I mice.  Adult MPS I animals 
were injected with either CMV Tf-ID (containing a bacterial backbone-hatched 
lines) or MC-Tf ID (solid line) with weekly serum IDUA enzyme analysis.  
N=3/group.  CMV Tf-ID is the data represented in Fig 1 and is re-represented 
here as an overlay for comparison.  Mean values + SEM are shown. 
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The precise mechanism for the GAG-induced pathology that manifests in 
MPS IH remains unclear.  It is likely a combination of structural defects, 
perturbation of signaling, derangement of cellular processes, and inflammation.  
The phenotype is distinct in terms of the organs involved however it is also 
heterogeneous in terms of severity.  A unifying finding in the treatment of these 
disorders is that no one-treatment option is capable of ameliorating the 
pathophysiologic sequelae in a uniform fashion.  The current work sought to 
contribute to the field by investigating the potential of coordinated gene 
expression of multiple genes for the treatment of the cardiac valvular pathology 
and to design a protein capable of accessing the CNS in a non-invasive fashion.  
Lastly, we implemented the use of an episomal-based vector to mediate long-
term gene expression. 
 
Targeting the Heart:  Treatment of MPS IH by ERT and/or HSCT does not 
always result in significant improvement to the cardiac valvular pathology.  In the 
valves and great vessels deranged elastic fiber deposition is evident and MPS I 
cells display a decrease in the amount of EBP/-galactosidase which are 
involved in the ordered array of elastic fibers [55, 62, 252].  Furthermore, a recent 
study shows that matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) are upregulated in the aorta 
of MPS I mice [253] which are capable of generating elastin peptides.  Elastin 
peptides are proinflmmatory and a recent study has shown the importance of 
EBP as a regulator of inflammation whereby its association with elastin peptides 
prevents their participation as a pro-inflammatory mediator [254].    This cycle of 
inflammation and perturbation of elastic fiber deposition may contribute 
significantly to the cardiac valvular pathology.  Treatments by HSCT, ERT, 
combination ERT and HSCT, and gene therapy in adult animal models fail to 
correct these defects [104, 139].  While provision of IDUA alone can correct other 
secondary lysosomal defects (e.g. -hexosaminidase) [139] it is unknown if IDUA 
alone can correct the deficiency of EBP and -galactosidase.  Therefore, we 
propose that coordinated expression of IDUA and -galactosidase may 
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specifically target the heart for correction.  In order to accomplish this in the 
context of a single vector we utilized a system that allows for coordinated 
expression of multiple genes [158].  We successfully accomplished this by 
producing a construct able to provide high level IDUA expression coupled to a 
reporter system to allow for detection of expression [158].  However, as noted, 
plasmid-based expression cassettes suffer from silencing in vivo.  Our 
subsequent studies resulted in the sustained expression of a novel fusion protein 
capable of accessing the CNS mediated by use of the MC plasmid system.  The 
effect of this treatment on the heart is under investigation.  Should it not result in 
amelioration of cardiac pathology the combination of all three arms of our 
strategy (co-expression of Tf-ID and -galactosidase from a MC plasmid) may 
allow for global pathology reduction from a single therapeutic agent/intervention. 
 
Targeting the Brain:  To that end we pursued a strategy to deliver IDUA to the 
brain by adapting the Trojan horse method of Pardridge [198] to utilize a 
transferrin targeting strategy to deliver therapeutic peptide to the brain .  Building 
upon work by Bai et al [204] we constructed a transferrin-IDUA fusion protein that 
allowed for in vivo production of an enzymatically active protein capable of 
accessing the CNS (as well as enhanced uptake at other sites including the 
heart) [183].  Our initial studies were hampered by loss of transgene expression 
that was believed to be due to an immune response.  However, previous studies 
revealed that the loss of gene expression was due to plasmid silencing prompting 
us to adopt the use of the mini-circle system [215, 220, 228, 232].  The use of 
this system allows for sustained Tf-ID transgene expression in vivo.  Interestingly, 
the use of Mono-ID results in the production of an antibody and, potentially, a 
cellular immune response that results in loss of expression.  Importantly, 
antibodies to the IDUA portion of the Tf-ID fusion were not detected at significant 
levels.  Because this fusion protein contains a transferrin moiety the possibility 
that anti-transferrin antibodies may develop is possible.  At present, it is unknown 
whether this has occurred and testing is underway to determine whether the Tf-
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ID protein causes the production of anti-transferrin antibodies.  If gene therapy 
using Tf-ID were to cause the generation of these antibodies, this would have 
implications for the safety of this protein. Because transferrin is a critical protein 
for iron transport the presence of antibodies that perturbs its function could have 
deleterious consequences in vivo.  Of note, the mice that have received this 
vector do not show any overt pathology and show no decrease in survival 
indicating that long-term Tf-ID treatment is not harmful.   
 A growing body of evidence suggests that very high doses of recombinant 
enzyme are capable of crossing the bbb and providing therapeutic benefit [114, 
255].  What the threshold amount of enzyme required to do this is unknown. 
However, the doses reported in these are several orders of magnitude above the 
clinically approved doses [114, 255].  Therefore, these studies are not directly 
relatable to humans at this point due to fiscal constraints as well as higher rates 
of injection associated reactions and lower efficacy seen in patients that receive 
a dose at twice the approved amount of Laronidase [115].  A threshold amount is 
likely required for efficient transport of our fusion protein into the CNS as well.  
We, and others, have shown that transferrin-fusion protein uptake can be 
inhibited by provision of supplemental free transferrin [183, 204].  Spencer and 
Verma note in their studies utilizing a low density lipoprotein (LDL) fusion protein 
that because LDL is a major serum protein present in milligram quantities that 
efficacy may suffer by endogenous competition for the LDL receptor [197].  
Transferrin is also a major serum protein and presently it is unknown what level 
of expression is required for maximum therapeutic benefit.  Alternatives to this 
should this be observed include an ex vivo approach where stem cells capable of 
accessing the CNS (e.g. mesenchymal stem cells/ neural progenitor cells) can be 
delivered to MPS animals by intravenous injection following gene transfer of Tf-
ID.  These cells can then take up residence in the CNS and provide Tf-ID which 
may be of great benefit to the brain as a whole which has more uniform 
distribution of the TfR compared to the M6PR [209].   
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 In conclusion, these studies document the ability of the MC system to 
mediate sustained transgene.  Presently, we have not yet performed studies to 
confirm the episomal nature of the vector however previous studies show the 
ability of the MC vector to persist as an independent episome [220].  Moreover, 
the apparent resistance of Tf-ID but not Mono-ID to immune-based loss of 
enzyme activity/transgene expression may represent an extra benefit, in addition 
to the enhanced biodistribution of Tf-ID, to the use of this protein for targeting the 
global pathology associated with MPS I. 
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